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This report describes the test performed on the Hypersonic Research
Engine - Aerothermodynamic Integration Model (HRE-AIM) in the Hypersonic
Tunnel Facility (HTF) located at NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA/LeRC),
Plum Brook Station, Sandusky, Ohio.
The HRE-AIM was designed, fabricated, and tested under contract NAS 1-6666
for NASA Langley Research Center (NASA/LaRC), Hampton, Virginia, by AiResearch
Manufacturing Company division of The Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles,
California.
The design of the HRE-AIM was initiated with the intention of utilizing
the wind tunnel facility located at the Ordnance Aerophysics Laboratory (OAL)
in Dangerfield, Texas. However, prior to the time the design and the fabri-
cation of the HRE-AIM was completed, OAL facility was closed and NASA/LeRC
was selected as an alternate source. Use of NASA/LeRC test facility resulted
in some compromises in terms of installation, recording of pressure and tem-
perature data and to test operational procedures.
A total of 52 test runs was made, 36 runs at Mach 6, II runs at Mach 7
and 5 runs at Mach 5, with an accrued time of Ill min, 44 sec in the hypersonic
environment.
The objective of this report is to describe the HRE-AIM, its installation
in the wind tunnel facility, test conditions to which the HRE-AIM was sub-
jected, and observation made during tests. Analysis of the extensive data
obtained will be submitted under a separate report.
Test data, as such, is not presented in this report since all data
obtained were transmitted to NASA/LaRC and are on file at the Hypersonic
Research Engine Project office.
I.I OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
The objective of the HRE-AIM program was to verify the feasibility of
integrating the various analytical and experimental data available for the
design of the Hypersonic Ramjet Engine and to evaluate the overall engine
performance, component interaction_and ignition limits for the design selected.
The scope of the test program was to determine the following:
(a) Evaluate and optimize supersonic and subsonic combustion
mode utilizing heated hydrogen fuel.
(b) Determine ignition limits.
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(c) Demonstrate capability to make a transition from subsonic
combustion to supersonic combustion and return to subsonic
combustion mode.
d) Evaluate combustion hysteresis.
e) Determine effect of engine performance when the centerline of
the HRE-AIM is at a 3-deg nose-up attitude in respect to the
hypersonic slipstream.
1.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
(a) NASA Statement of Work L-4947B_ revised 3 September 1968.
(b) HRE/AIM Test Plan_ Data Item 2-2.01AiResearch Report No.
AP-71-7877.
(c) HRE/AIM Measurement Plan_ Data Item 2-1.Of AiResearch Report
No. AP-70-6216.
1.3 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF HRE-AIM AND TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The aerodynamic_ design of the HRE-AIM was based on information obtained
from research programs performed by AiResearch and government-sponsored
activities. Th_ HPE-AIM measure_ approximately 90 in. long and 27.5 in. in
diameter and weigr, eo appro×im3tely 2_400 lb. The design incorporated an
axisymmetric inlet and utilize_J a translating spike assembly to control mass
flow of air through the engine to optimize performance of the engine over speed
range of Mach 3 through Mach 8. The inlet was followed by a fixed-geometry
annular combustor and nozzle. Desired subsonic or supersonic combustion modes
were obtained by sequential heat addition (staged combustion) through eight
fuel injector stations.
The basic construction of the AIM utilized a double wall_ wherein the
aerodynamic surfaces (hot wall) were fabricated from Nickel-200 or Zirconium-
copper and cooled by water. This surface was supported by a structural mem-
ber (cold wall) fabricated from CRES 321 steel. Six separate cooling circuits
were used to satisfy heat transfer requirements within the HRE-AIM. The HRE-
AIM was instrumented with 266 pressure-sensing ports and 138 thermocouples
from which performance can be calculated.
Special equipments included for test were electronic inlet spike position
controller_ a water-cooled instrumentation rig_ and an air-meterlng duct. The
instrumentation rig incorporated five pressure probes and five temperature
probes. The pressure probes measured total pressure as well as cone static
pressures so that air flow direction could be determined. The temperature
probe measured total temp_:rature and it also incorporated provision for gas
sampling of the combustio_ products. The air-metering duct was fabricated and
was available for use to determine air mass flow through the HRE-AIM at various
test conditions. Testirg was not performed with the air-metering duct attached
because of restriction _ imposed by the limited life of the test facility.
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1.4 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST INSTALLATION
The wind tunnel facility located at NASA/LeRC Plum Brook station was a
free-jet blow-down tunnel. The synthesized hot hypersonic airstream was
obtained by passing the gaseous nitrogen through the hot carbon bed heated by
induction coils_ and then adding cold gaseous oxygen and nitrogen to obtain
the desired composition and inlet gas temperatures. The mixture of tunnel gas
and the combustion products of the HRE-AIM was then cooled and expelled to the
atmosphere by the steam-ejector system.
The coolant supply required for both the HRE-AIM and the sections of the
facility was supplied by a closed-circuit coolant pumping system and by a
supplementary pressurized reservoir system.
The hot hydrogen fuel required for testing of the HRE-AIM was obtained
by passing cold gaseous hydrogen through a heated pebble-bed heater. The
heated hydrogen was then transferred to the HRE-AIM through heated and in-
sulated supply lines.
1.5 SUMMARY OF TESTS
Objectives of the test program were achieved; namely_ ignition limits
establlshed_ supersonic and subsonic combustion obtalned_ and ability to
make a smooth transition from subsonic- to supersonlc-combustlon mode was
demonstrated. The ability to operate the AIM satisfactorily when the engine
centerline was at 5 deg nose-up attitude with respect to the hypersonic
freestream_ was also demonstrated.
Valuable information regarding the operation and performance of this
type of propulsion was obtained and is described in length in a separate
report.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF HRE-AIM
2.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The HRE-AIM was designed with emphasis directed toward evaluating the
aerothermodynamics and defining the operational cycle of the hypersonic ram-
jet engine without major concern for the structural life of the engine. The
design incorporated all applicable analysis and experimental data available
through the year 1970 for operation of a ramjet engine over flight Mach number
range from Mach 3 to Mach 8.
The significant design requirements set forth in the NASA Statement of
Work for the HRE-AIM are listed below:
(a)
(b)
The engine to be designed to operate and maintain structural
integrity over test flight Mach number range of 3 to 8.
A means to be provided for inlet start and maintaining com-
bustion from Mach 3 to 8.
(c)
(d)
The engine to be designed to withstand inlet unstart over the
entire operating range.
The engine to be designed to operate in supersonic combustion
mode over test Mach numbers 5 to 8.
(e) The engine to be designed for minimum of IO0 operational cycles.
(f) An ignition system to be provided to obtain positive ignition
during subsonic and supersonic combustion mode.
(g) The engine to be designed to withstand the following environ-
mental conditions:
I. Total temperature (clean air)58200R
2. Total pressure (clean air) IO00 psia
3. Stagnation heat flux_ Btu/ft2/secC
(a) SFike tip 632
(b) Cowl support 1900
(c) Cowl leading edge 4300
(d) Strut leading edge 2200




The_elected contour was arrived at from tests performed by AiResearch
and from government sponsored research programs.
The centerbody spike assembly was composed of a IO-deg (half angle) cone
with a tip section radius of 0.125 in. This section was followed by two
isotropic compression surfaces wlth a total external angular turning of 22 deg.
The inlet section incorporated an up-sloping throat of 5.65 deg with respect
to the engine centerline.
The inlet cowl section incorporated a leading edge tip radius of 0.03 in.
followed by a 37-deg conical section on the external side. The inlet cowl on
the internal side was designed to close off the inlet airfl_ when the trans-
lating spike assembly was in the fully extended position in order to reduce
heating and drag when the engine was not operating. The overall inlet con-
traction ratio at Mach 8 and 6 test conditions was 14 and 8 respectively.
2.3 COMBUSTOR SECTION
The combustor section was designed to operate in either supersonic or
subsonic combustion mode as the inlet conditions may dictate. The design
permitted operating in (1) the supersonic combustion mode for test in free-
stream Mach number of 5 to 8 at a fuel equivalence ratio of 0.5 to 1.5_ and
(2) in the subsonic combustion mode for tests in freestream Mach number of 3
through 6 at a fuel equivalence ratio of 0.3 to 1.3. Four locations along
the outerbody and on the centerbody_ for a total of eight fuel injection
stations_ were selected to evaluate optimum fuel injection configuration and
sequence (see Figure 2-I for locations of these fuel injectors).
Fuel injectors designated IA and IB were selected for first-stage super-
sonic combustion; fuel injectors 2A and 2C were selected for second-stage
supersonic combustion mode; fuel injectors IC and 4 were selected as an inter-
mediate fuel injector to be used as either first-stage injectors or as second-
stage fuel injectors to optimize supersonic combustion; and fuel injectors
designated 3A and 3B were selected for subsonic combustion.
2.4 NOZZLE
The nozzle consists of a shroud and a plug. The contour selected was
obtained from experimental tests performed by AiResearch and was designed for
optimum performance under simulated flight conditions of Mach 8 at a dynamic
pressure of 1800 psf. The trailing edge radius of both the shroud and plug
was selected to facilitate fabrication.
2.5 MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design of the HRE-AIM incorporated a double-wall construc-
tion. The aerodynamic s,rface (hot shell) fabricated from Nickel 200 or
Zirconium-copper_ was cooled by water and supported by a structural member
(cold shell). AiResearch Drawing No. 950501, Sheet 2 (attached at the end of
this report)_ presents a cross-sectional view of the unit.
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Conventional metal joining procedures such as furnace brazing, welding,
and bolted mechanical joints were used. In areas requiring special heat
transfer requirements, use of gold-base alloys and complex mechanical joints
were used. Pure nickel (Nickel 200) and Zirconium-copper were selected for
their relatively high heat transfer characteristics_ together with relatively
high mechanical strength at metal temperatures anticipated. Difficulties
encountered in heliarc-welding thick sections of nickel (0.200 in. thick)
lead to almost exclusive use of electron-beam welding. Use of electron-
beam welding minimized the problem of excessively low mechanical properties
resulting from excessive heat-affected zones and associated large grain
growth. However_ the affinity of nickel to a magnetic field and its ability
to hold the magnetic field introduced a problem of deflecting the electron-
beam from its target. Special shields were fabricated from Mu metal to
minimize the problem of deflected beam and the resultant partially welded
joint. After series of experiments and analysis_ it was determined that the
probable cycle life of the weld joint developed would exceed the minimum value
established.
2.6 HEAT TRANSFER
Heat transfer analysis performed for the HRE-AIM included effects of
shock interaction_ surface protuberances and upstream air-turbulence effects,
in addition to those normally considered. The change to utilize the NASA/LeRC
facility necessitated reassessment of these analyses since the hypersonic
freestream conditions and operational characteristics of NASA/LeRC and OAL
were different.
The test facility at OAL was basically a continuously operated wind
tunnel_ and its high-temperature inlet conditions were obtained from an
in-line vitiated heater. The wind tunnel at NASA/LeRC was a clean air blow-
down tunnel with a maximum operating time of approximately 3 min.
The analysis indicated that the maximum heat flux was about equal for th_
two facilities although the maximum heat flux condition occurred under differ-
ent test conditions. The reason for the above is attributed to the fact that
under test conditions of NASA/LeRC the level of the gas enthalpy is reduced
although the air mass flow rate is increased. Results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 2-2.
2.7 COOLANT SYSTEM
The basic coolant circuit was selected to satisfy the structural and
operational requirements of HRE-AIM. Target maximum gas side temperature of
the hot shell was 1525°F_ as shown in Figure 2-3. This maximum temperaturc was
selected by physical requirements of Nickel 200 material to insure attaining
minimum cycle life targeted,
Five coolant circuits were selected for the HRE-AIM and four coolant
circuits for the outer cowl body assembly. Figures 2-4 through 2-7 show these
circuits schematically. Table 2-I presents the pressure drops of these circuits
and the calculated coolant outlet bulk temperature.
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THE DESIGN HEAT FLUX FOR THE LEADING EDGE WAS TAKEN 1.15 TIMES THE
FAY-RIDDEIL STAGNATION HEAT FLUX (SEE FIGURE 5_37).
Figure 2-5. Strut Leading Edge Cooling































80 TO 85 gpm AT
120°F, 50 PSIA
NOTES:
(a) STRUT SIDE SURFACES ARE COOLED BY WATER FLOWING THROUGH A NUHBER OF HOLES AND
ANNULAR PASSAGES ALONG THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE STRUTS. DETAILED FLOW GEOMETRIES
ARE SHOWN IN DRAWING L-950983.
(b) HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION ON THE STRUT SIDE SURFACE IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 5-37.
(c) MAXIMUM COOLANT SIDE METAL TEMPERATURE IS 300°F.
(d) _XIMUM HOT GAS SIDE METAL TEMPERATURE IS IIO0°F.
(e) FREE FLOW AREA AT STRUTS = 0.63 IN. 2 FOR STRUTS NO. I, 2, 5, 6.
= 1.7 IN. 2 FOR STRUTS NO. 3, 4.
(f) STRUTS NO. 3 AND 4 ARE COOLED BY _IN CENTERBODY COOLANT FLOW.
S-4/.I 1 !








































I. ROUTE I - LEG LEADING EDGE _ FORWARD PORTION OF LOWER COWL
(3.6 IN. LONG) _ LEG LEADING EDGE
2. ROUTE 2 - FORWARD PORTION OF LEG OUTER SIDE SURFACE (3 IN. LONG)
FORWARD PORTION OF UPPER COWL (3.6 IN. LONG)
FORWARD PORTION OF LEG OUTER SIDE SURFACE (3 IN. LONG)
3. ROUTE 3 - MAIN LEG OUTER SIDE SURFACE _ MAIN UPPER COWL
MAIN LEG OUTER SIDE SURFACE
4. ROUTE 4 - LEG INNER SIDE SURFACE _ MAIN LOWER COWL _ LEG INNER
SIDE SURFACE
5. DETAILED FLOW GEOMETRIES ARE SHOWN IN DRAWING L-950994
6. HOT-GAS CONDITIONS ARE M_ = 7.0, PTm : 1200 PSIA, TT = 3820°R
Figure 2-7. Cooling System of the Outer Cowl and
Support Legs
















































































































The mechanical and the structural design of the HRE-AIM was primarily
directed to4ard satisfying the aerothermodynamic requirements as directed
by the Statement of Work. The design cycle life of the critical components
of the HRE-AIM in all cases exceeded the minimum set forth by the Statement
of Work. Figure 2-8 and its associated table lists the design cycle life of
these components. The HRE-AIM mount structure was originally designed to
mount to a floor plate at OAL facility. Utilizing NASA/LeRC facility required
mounting the HRE-AIM from an overhead "H" frame. To facilitate installation
at NASA/LeRC, the handling and the transport fixture was designed to hold the
HRE-AIM in this attitude. Analysis was made to determine the structural
integrity of the mount structure. Figure 2-9 and its associated tables list the
structural capability of this structure.
2.9 INSTRUMENTATION
The HRE-AIM was instrumented with 266 pressure-sensing ports and 138
thermocouples. All pressure and temperature sensing lines were not recorded
due to limited recording capability of the Plum Brook facility° Hence, selected
parameters were recorded for each series of tests. Parameters provided and
recorded are noted in "Measured Data" section.
2.10 TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
2. I0. I Inlet Spike Actuation Control System
The inlet spike actuation control system ISACS) was designed to provide
position control for the inlet spike assembly_ the translating member of the
centerbody.
The ISACS utilized a closed loop voltage feedback signal, from a linear
voltage differential transducer (LVDT)_ to continuously monitor and to position
the inlet spike assembly at the commanded position.
The ISACS was fabricated in two sections; (a) control panel section, and
(b) signal conditioning section (see Figure 2-I0). The control panel section
consisted basically of (a) position set-point pots, (b) a computer interface
circuit, (c) the time delay and lock-up protection circuit, and (d) control
switches. The signal conditioning section consisted of a LVDT signal con-
ditioner, error signal amplifier_ and other signal conditioning modules
necessary to control position of the inlet spike assembly. A schematic of the
various components is shown in Figure 2-II.
The operation of the ISACS can be briefly described as follows:
The position command is obtained by entering a set-point voltage into
the input side Of the error monitor and amplifierjinitially obtained from
adjusting the pots. In the error monitor circuit_ the entered set-point
voltage is compared with the position feedback voltage (obtained from tlle
LVDT signal conditioner). The difference, or the error_ was then amplified
and filtered to remove noise_ and then conditioned through the output driver
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Design load of mount based on worst condition, either due to aero-operational
maxlmum load or transport,
Load AFro Load_ Ib Oper. Load_ l.b T ranspqrt Load: Ib
PI 8,400 (3g)(3o00) (5g)(3000) 17,460/2
P2 Negll. (Sg) (5000) (5g) (5000) 15,000/2
P5 Negli. (4g) (3000) (6g) (5000) 18,000/2





Reaction load at each leg due to test.
Load Direction Reaction Load: Ib
PI FI = +8800
P2
P5 F5 = -6000
Cowl Mount
Load Aero Load_ Ib Oper. Load_ Ib
Pl 6,525 (Sg) (800)
P2 N/A --
P3 14,84o (4g)(800)







M 2 = -410,000
Reaction Load: l.b
PI F I =+4,400
P2
P5 F5 = -9,000
M2 = +42,600
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Figure 2-II. Block Diagram - HRE ISAACS System
module to operate a k-way hydraulic servo valve. The inlet spike assembly
was then positioned by the hydraulic actuator.
The ISACSwas designed such that three different spike positions could
be commandedfrom a remote source. As a fail-safe feature, the ISACSwas
designed to close the inlet of the HRE-AIMin the event the commandsignal
was lost or a power failure experienced.
2. I0.2 Instrumentation Rig
The instrumentation rig was fabricated to determine tlle quality of the
combustion and the direction of the combustion products at the exit of the
combustor zone. The instrumentation rig consisted of a large annular ring
upon which five gas sampling-total temperature probes and five pressure
sensing probes were mounted. The configuration of both probes was obtained
from requirements set forth by NASA. (See Figures 2-12_ 2-13, and 2-14).
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3. TEST FACILITY AND INSTALLATION
The hypersonic tunnel facility (HTF) at NASA/LeRC_ Plum Brook Station_
was designed for research_ development and acceptance testing of engines
at simulated flight conditions of Mach 5_ 6_ and 7. The wind tunnel incor-
porated interchangeable hypersonic nozzles with an exit diameter of A2 in. _ and
a boundary layer energizer which permitted free-jet testing of engines up to
two feet in diameter. Figures 3-I_ 3-2_ 3-3_ and 3-4 show the installation_
and Figure 3-5 depicts schematically the supporting equipment necessary for
operation. AiResearch Drawing 950500_ Sheet I attached at the end of this
report_ shows the initial installation of the HRE-AIM in the HTF.
The source for the hypersonic air stream was heat6d gaseous nitrogen
augmented by cold gaseous oxygen and nitrogen to obtain desired synthesized
freestream conditions. A schematic of this control system is shown in Figure
3-6.
3.1 FACILITY SUPPORT
Equipn,ent and sources of energy required for operation of the facil;ty
are described below.
3.1.I Gaseous Nitro e£e__n
The source of gaseous nitrogen (GN2) was obtained from three_ systems:
(a) A portable rail car with a capacity of 726_000 scf at ,5000 psig,.
This system was the basic source of the heated hypersonic fec-.e-
stream, diluent gas (GN2) for the hypersonic freestream_ and the
source for the purge gas necessary for operation of the: HRE-AIH.
(b) A portable rail car with a capacity of 240_000 scf at 2ZOO psig.
This system was the source of GN 2 for the facility wedge nozzle
(boundary layer energizer).
(c) A fixed storage tank with a capacity of 227_000 scf at 2400 p_ig.
This system was used to purge th_ various oxygen and hydrogen
systems before and immediately followiilg the test and to
pressurize the supplementary coolant reservoir system.
3.1.2 Caseous Oxygen
The oxygen necessary to augment the heated GN2 gas [o obtain the desired
synthesized hypersonic freestre_m_ and GO2 necessary for operation of the
____ AIRES[ARCH I_ANL_FACT!If.H_G _, O_FA"4'v
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ignitors installed or, the HRE-AIH was obtained from a fixed storage tank
with a capacity of 500_000 scf of GO 2 at 2400 psig.
3, I, 3 Gaseous H_y_d_Eo__ee_E
Gaseous hydrogen used as fuel for the HRE-AIM and source of GH2 necessary
for operation of the ignitors installed on the HRE-AIM was obtained from five
portable tubers with a total capacity of 350_000 scf at 2400 psig,
3.1.4 Heater Systems
3. 1.4. I Gaseous Nitroqen Hee,ter
This heater system was used to furnish heated nitrogen source for the
hypersonic freestream air. It was capable of supplying 128 Ib/sec of gas
at 4540°F and 1200 psig. The GN 2 was heated by passing through a series of
perforated carbon discs approxim_tely 5 ft in diameter and 2 ft higll, These
carbon discs were heated to 4540°F by series of water-cooled induction coils
and were insulated by a felt blanket° Rated operating pressure of the water-
cooled pressure vessel enclosing the carbon discs was 1200 psig. Control of
this complex heater system was accomplished by a mini-computer.
3.1.4.2 Gaseous Hydroqen Heater
This heater was used to heat the hydrogen gas to the fuel manifolds of
the HEE-AI_;, The heater was capc_b]_ of heating 2,. _-, lb/sec of gas from ambient
temperature to 2100°F for 90 sec, The gas was heated by passin 9 through a
pebble bed heated by induction coils,
3.1.4.3 Fuel Supply Line Heater
Cal-rod type heaters were installed on each of the fuel supply lines from
the GH 2 heater to the HRE-AIM to insure that the hydrogen gas supplied to the
HRE-AIM was at IO00°F. Electrical power to these heaters was initiated well
in advance of the scheduled test time to insure line temperatures were at
maximum allowable to minimize heat loss. Power to these heaters was cut off
prior to injecting hydrogen.
3.1.5 Fuel Control System
The operation of the HRE-AIM required injecting the hydrogen fuel from
various fuel manifolds (see Figure 3-7 for schematic of this system). Ti_e
control system used to supply desired amount of fue] to specific fuel mani-
folds is shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-8. Tl,e specific inform_tion relating to
the venturi _ measuring range, and method of calculation is shown in Appendix A.
3,1,6 Coolant Sup;_]ZL Svstem
The coolant system for the HTF consisted of four closed-loop pumping
systems and one open-loop pressuri:ed d{_-,,srcoolant supp]y system, All of
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these systems utilized demineralized water. The rated capability of each syst:
tem and it's primary use is listed below:
(a) A 600 gpm_ IO0 psig pumping system was used for the nitrogen
heater system.
(b) A I000 9pm_ 120 psig pumping system was used to cool the mixer
and the diffuser.
(c) A 300 gpm_ 400 psig pumping system used to cool the hypersonic
nozzle.
(d) A 1200 gpm_ 400 psig pumping system used to cool the HRE_AIH.
(e) A 6000 gallon dewar pressurized to 400 psig used to augment
cooling systems on the HRE-AIM_ and cooling requirements of the
hot nitrogen supply system.
3.1.7 H_y_draulic SUj_pIy Syst_e_m '
Hydraulic supply utillzin9 MIL-L-5606 oil capable of furnishing 34.0 gpm
at 5000 psig was avai1_hle to operate various components of the facility and
the inlet spike ectuator installed on the HRE-AIH.
p3. 1.8 Instrumentation Recordinq S_s_.e._m
The instrumentation signal generated at the test site was conditioned
and processed at three separate buildings A schen'atic of this system is
shown in Figure 3-9.
The instrumentation signal generated in the test cell was initially con-
ditioned at the instrument room at the test site and sent by wire to "B"
control building. Here the signal was routed to four areas--control area_
control computer area_ support equipment area_ and data-acquisition area.
Only parameters pertaining to the status of the test was processed at this
location. Pertinent operational parameters and remaining data was sent to
"H" building for process and permanent recording.
At "B" control building an XDS-9300 data computer was used to display
parameters and calculated data in engineering units for assessment during the
test period. This computer was also used to reduce specific data to engineer-
ing units immediately following the test so that success of the test and plans
for the following test could be determined.
Equipments available for use at the "B" control building in addition to
the XDS-9300 computer with e_ 32_000 word memory were:
(a) Four tape transports
(b) 250_000 word ,.apid-acces-_ disk (RAD)
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Figure 3-9. Instrumentation Signal System
lIHii RECORDING BUILDING
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(c) Two mini-computers with a 180_O00-word RDS to interface with
graphical printout.
(d) Five cathode ray displays
(el Plotter
(f) Printer
Equipments available at "H" Building were:
(a) Two central record trains to record prime dTgital data (with capa-
bility of 400 channels)
(b) Two FM recorders for recording I0 KH 2 analog data
(c) Ten strip-chart recorders
(d) Two 56-channel_ oscillograph recorders
5oi.9 Faeilitz Control System
The control system for the HTF consisted of (a) normally manual-operated
console (b) a Xerox Data System (XDS) 910 digital computer and a hybrid ana-
log computer system used to initiate special sequence of events and to control
ramp rates of fuels and aIJke_ and (c) special abort monitor interfacing with
tile XD5 910 computc:r.
The abort monitor system consisted of XDS-CFI6A minicomputer programmed
as the software for the abort system. The digital data from the central re-
cording system was compared against the stored programmed tables of high and
low lir,litSo Whenever an abort or out-of-limit condition was detected_ the
XDS 910 computer was interrupted from continuing to execute the test program_
and facility shutdown sequence was initiated. Although this abort system is
slower than the normal l,ardware abort monitor, this system was deemed more
flexible and could best handle the complex system.
Additional photos of the Hypersonic Tunnel Facility are shown in
Figure 3-I0.
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Procedure for preparing the facility for test required approximately six
hours of checks and final adjustments of various valves and control devices.
A step-by-step check list consisting of approximately 700 steps was used to
ensure a successful test. Check list for post-test consisting of approximately
300 steps was used to ensure maintaining the facility in an operable condition.
Pre-test and post-test check lists were also made for the HRE-ATM. Checks
included: (a) correct coolant system valve position and pressure setting_
(b) inlet spike position setting, (c) notation of physical conditions_ and
(d) dimensional check of critical areas.
4.2 TEST PROCEDURE
After the pre-test check llst had been completed and system status estab-
lished as acceptable for test, a summary meeting was held for personnel respon-
sible for various test functions to review and re-establish objectives, go/no-
go limits_ and alternate plans.
Testing was coordinated between the NASA Facility test director and the
Garrett Corporation representative responsible for establishing acceptability
of the test condition_ initiating and terminating the pre-program fuel schedule_
and initiating alternate plans to achieve objectives targeted.
The basic test sequence was as follows:
I. When system readiness was established_ coolant system and record-
ing system were initiated.
2. Radiation shutter was opened.
3. Dewar coolant system was actuated.
4. Steam to facility ejector was initiated.
5. A check was made to ensure that the test chamber had reeched pre-
determined pressure limits.
6. Start synthesized air through wind tunnel.
7. Establish time fact that hype!sonic airflow _round the engi_es
has been obtained by observing Schliere.n system.
I("_'_'--"-"_'_W ! AiR[SEARCH $'_ANUFAC1 UP, ING COIqPANY
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Open the engine inlet spike assernb_y_ and establish the fact
that engine start has been _"
Initiate fuel valve.
If facility unstarted or engine unstart was experienced_ fuel
injection was terminated and inlet spike assembly closed. Re-
establish engine start and initiate alternate plan.
Test was automatically terminated whenever pre-determined point in
the test schedule was reached_ or manually terminated when minimum
facility limits were reached.
I____
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5. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
5.1 CALIBRATION TESTS
During the process of installing the AIM in the test faci lity,
calibrations were performed on the fuel and thrust measurement systems,
tests are described below:
The
5.1.1 Fuel Systcm Calibration
5.1.1.1 Pre-I nstal lati on Calibration
A preliminary fuel system calibration was performed before the AIM was
installed in the wind tunnel. The test was intended to reveal any unforseen
problems which could be corrected prior to the installation, thereby prevent-
ing later delays.
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The purpose of the test was as follows:
(a) Determine the pressure drop between the faci}ity interface and the
fuel manifold for each fuel system.
(b) Determine the fuel injector discharg_ coefficients.
These data provide a means of deter,minir:_ the relationship between fuel flow
rate and fuel line pressure at the facility interface. Over-pressure of the
fuel lines could then be avoided during v'ind tu_r:e] testing. Also, the data
_A_b_._'_ AIRESEA RC H ,'_t,M U} AC] l'_l MG COr._ PA NY
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provided a means of checking fuel flow measured by tile venturis u,aed during
wind tunnel tests.
5.1.1.1.1 Test Results
Nitrogen was fed to each fuel manifold through the orifice meter. F1o'v'
rate and fuel line and manifold pressures and temperatures were measured.
Manifold pressures were set at values high enough to choke the injector. The
discharge coefficients were calculated as follows:
Cd = ____uz_ where
0.5228 P A '
W = orifice meter flow rate
T = fuel manifold temperature
0.5228 = _T_t_ for nitrogen at sonic velocity, wh,zre
PtA
P = manifold pressure
A = measured injector area
The interface to manifold pressure drops were calculated as follows:
AP
P
interface pressure - manifold _ressure
interface pressure














The variation in discharge co_,fficient betv_en the different injectors i_-_due
to different manifold and injector configuratio_s used i_ eoch c_-sc_,
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}5.1.1.2 Post-I nsta] l:_tion C:;]ibilation
The AIM fuel system was calibrated after the AI_,_was installed in the
test facility. The fuel system, instrumentation, and data acquisition systc:.J_s
were in the configuration to be used for wind tunne] tests, The purpose of
this calibration was to
(a) Checkout the fuel system and adjust the fuel control.
(b) Measure the injector discharge coefficients for comparison to the
values obtained in the pre-installation calibration.
Nitrogen was fed to each fc_el manifold through the facility rue] system.
Fuel mar,ifold pressures were set at values high enough to choke the injectors.
The resu]ts of the calibration are compared to the pro-installation caiibration














Discharge coefficients were generally in good agreement. Values were not
obtained for systems IC and 4 due to a data acquisition problem.
5.1.2 Thrust Calibration
5.1.2.1 Load Cell Calibration
A schem:_tic of the thrust measurement system is given in Figure 5-I.
The system consisted of a conventional thrust bed mounted on flexure plat6s.
The bed was grounded through a 5000 Ib load cell capable of measuring thrust
or drag. Applied forces on the All4 were transmitted through mounting struts
to the thrust bed. The struts were isolated from the tunnei flow by the outer
cowl body (OCB) legs.
The system is shown in its calibretion configuration, A thrust cc_libra-
tion fixture replaced the AII,t exh_.i:-t ,iozzle plug. Another fixture mol_nting
a hydraulic actuator was bolted to the te._t cell floor. rhG actuator wc.s
used to apply calibration louds up to 500(" lb in tl_e thrust and drcg direc-
tions, H,ydraulic power was supplied by a hal_d-op,:'r_-_t':_d i._mp. The applied
_,Ar_._ri_ A!ttt _3[ AP, CH t_ANUFACTIJIIINC COt-kl;_NYE.z.; ,,7_J O_ CAi II OP_aA











force was measured by the calibration load cell. Tile corr_:r,ponding faci lity
load cell output was recorded for both upscale and do:v1_Lca!a readings. The
axial deflection, of the AIH due to the applied food was measured by a dial
indicator. Deflection measurements were usccl for diagnostic purposes,
5.1.2.1.1 Test Results
The data for a typical calibration is plotted in Figure ._-.2, An equation
was fit to the data for each calibration, The equation was programmed in the
data reduction computer program to correct the load cell readings taken duri_,_
wind tunnel testing, Table 5-I defines the equations applicable to each run°
The Facility load cell reading is seen to be considerably less than the
applied loe,d in Fig',!r_ 5-2. This difference is bec_u_e of the force required
to swing the thrust bed on its flexure plates and to deflect the service lines
connected to the AIM.
5.1.2.2 Thrust [4casurement Svst_m Dcvel_ment
Early in the program considerable difficulty was encountered due to the
engine contacting the OCB, This introduces a thrust measurement error bec_use
an unknown portion of the force applic, d to the engine is transmitted to the
i j._ ,_.. I
OC.B instead of tt_c load ce!l. lhe. p_oblen, ,,,as oe_u_a_ by i;on-line_rit'/ or
e×cessive I,ysterisis in the thrust stand calibr_tion data° Thc problem was
f
. Jc_us_:.:, by t:_.,o r,_,ior f_-ctors, (1) A lu','.; oesi gn cl_-_i-;:ncc (1/8 in. n_i nimum) was
held betv,-cn tt-_c,. OCB _n:! tl_e en3i n_, _md co::toct eccurr ,_d _n parts wh(-..re c los_,
t:ol_.rances ,,.,,er_: not held, such as ft_.el tubin:-q and insulc'_tior:; and (2) the
outer cowl body was subject to distcrtion due to heatit;g loads applied, r_(.', the
{_ngine durir_g wind tunnel tests. The distortion _,..,as sufficien_ to (SLlSe
car, tact with ti_e engine, Distortion was a f_ctor' early in the program, whel_
the tunnel was not fully started. (See Section 5.2.) During this period
strong shock waves ware impinging on the OCB cavsing an e),'ccssiv_ _xn::,unt of
heating. This was evidenced by pressure measuremc_nt:_ in the tupf_, _.1 test
section and by abnormal discoloration of the OCB. At the time in the progroir,
1
when the tunnel-starting problem-_s were so,_.ea, the OCB was out-,of.-rc, uhd by
0.070 in, on a radius. It remained at this condition for the rerrlainder of
the program. The contact points were relieved by repositioning or reshaping
the required components.
5.1.2.3 Service Line Tare Forces
Several tests were performed to det-,rmip, e the tare forca_ applied t:o Lhc:
thrust measurement system by thn coolinq and fuel lin,:_s. The tests are
described beiow.
5. I. 2.3. I Coo 1 in4_t e_
The coolin£ system tare force was me;,sure-i !)'I cc,mi:_ring lo_(i cell readir_s_
with the cooling system shown in ._i(]ule _-3. Tli:: nozzle pluu was installed
and the calibration load was __pplied thro_'._j! _. ,-_ [;xture no_'rnal!y us_::d Lo
install Lhe plug. A 509 ib ',,,"_igh _, v_,_: u:-,.d t,._ apply the lo_J through a c-M;i_-,
and pulley arrangement. The results el thif, test u,re givel, in the followi_;g
table:
I Of (:'d I','[_Ritit.
8q_GVO7 _3!Ida#
O03Z O0_Z O00Z 0091 OOZi 008
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Figure 5-3. Thrust Calibration System Schematic -
Modified for _,,_asuring Tare Forces
S-93799
The results of the test are given in the following table:
CHANGE IN LOAD CELL READINC DUE TO COOLING FLOW
*Change in
Ap_p__j__dLoadLJblb Load Cell Readinft____Ib
0 +48.5
-509 +50
*Positive indicates thrust direction
These data were used to correct the thrust measurement load cell readings
for cooling system tare force. All load cell readings were reduced 49 Ib to
account for cooling system tare force.
5.1.2.3.2 Fuel .S_ystem
Tests were performed to check for the presence of tare forces applied by
pressure in the fuel lines. Ambient temperature nitrogen was flowed through
fuel systems IA, IB, 4, 2a, and 2c. The test cell was at ambient pressure
with no wind tunnel flow. The change in load cell reading was recorded as the
fuel manifold pressure was increased from ambient to 300 psia in each fuel
manifold.
A source of error in determi1_ing thE, t_re force in this manner is the
thrust produced by _he discharge of 9as fr_-n the engine inl_t _{nd exhaust
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The net thrust force applied to the engine is the difference between the
inlet and nozzle thrusts, The inlet spike was set at the ope_ position to
provide maximum cancellation between the inlet and nozz]e thrust-',.
The results of the tests are given below:
CHANGE IN LOAD CELL, READING
FROM AMBIENT TO 300 PSIA FUEL MANIFOLD PRESSURE







2c -32 +3 0
* Positive indicates thrust direction
The results show the forces to be negligible with the exception of
injectors 2a and 2c. "rhese inject:or. _. are inclined forward, as stlc'_,.,,_ in the
above table and figure.
The forward inclination tends to increase the net force in the drag
direction. This is due to the axial component of fuel injector thrust. The
higher forces measured for injectors 2a and 2c (see table above) show a trend
supporting the above explanation. Due to the low forces measured, no tare
correction for fuel line pressure was made to the wind tunnel data.
Tests were also performed to checl< for the presence of tare forces
applied by thermaT expansion of the fuel lines. Nitrogen at approxi_:;ately
1300°R was flowed through each fuel system to heat the fuel lines. When the
AIM fuel manifold temperature reached its maximum value, the flow was turned
off. Load cell readings and fuel manifold temperature and pressure were taken
continuously during the testing of each system. The load cell readings just
before and just after the heating period were compared to determine the tare
force. These results are given below;
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Due to the low forces measured, no tare force correction was made for
wind tunrcl tests.
5.1.2.4 N itrR_en Purqe Force Calibration
5.1.2.4.1 Purge System Description
A schematic of the AIM cavity purge system is presented in Figure 5-4.
The outer cowl body (OCB) is isolated from the AIM so that aerodynamic forces
applied to the 0CB and its supportin,3 legs will not be applied to the thrust
measurement load cell. The cavity between the AItl and the OCB is purged with
nitrogen. The purge provides inert gas around the fuel manifolds and prevents
the hot wind tunnel flow from entering the cavity throuqh the slots at the
leading and trailing edge of the OCB, The purge f]ow exhausts from the
cavities through these slots,
The force exerted on the AIM by the pressure in the cavity is transmitted
to the load cell. The purge tare force must be known to make the necessary
correction to the load cell reading to determine thrust.
Initial estimates showed the cavity force to be in the order of twice
the internal thrust of the All4. To minimize the purge force, a seal was
installed dividing the cavity into two compartments as shown. A separate
purge line and control valve supplied each compartment. This permitted the
forward and aft cavities to be independently controlled to the minimum pressure
required to prevent hot gas entry.
The forward slot is located on a forward-facing external surface. This
results in a higher static pressure in the external flow approaching the slot;
thu%a higher pressure is required at the forward slot to prevent hot gas
entry. Therefore, the seal was positioned as close as possible to the forward
slot to minimize the projected area exposed to the hi9her pressure.
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Figure 5-4. Cavity Purge System Schematic
s-£38o3
Initial estimates based on simple pressure-time's-area calculations :_howed
that the absolute value of the purge Force could be reduced by a factor of
three, using the seal. It was also estima_ted that forces on the forward
cavity could cancel the aft cavity Forces, resulting in a small or negligible
net tare force.
The forward cavity purge flow was supp]ied with a manifo]d which was
integral with the sea] as shown in FigJre 5-4. The sealing surface was I/8-in.-
thick teflon, seated against the AIM outerbody. The seal was interrupted at
several points to clear instrumentation and rue] lines. This resulted in
leakage to the aft compartment. The aft cavity purge line supplied the addi--
tional flow required to raise tile compartment to the required pressure.
5.1 .2.4.2 Determination of Purqe Tare Force
The plan to determine the purge tare force is described in detail in AIM
Test Plan (Document No. AP-71-7877), Appendix B. The plan is summarized below.
Tile purge tare force was to be determined by pressurizing the cavities and
measuring the force using the thrust measuring load cell. The force was to
be measured with and without external flow. Preliminary tests would be per-
formed with the test cell at ambient pressure to check out the system and
adjust the purge control valves. Preliminary force mreasurements would be
taken. The tests would then be repeated with the test eel] evacuated using
the facility steam ejector. This would provide data over the required range
of cavity-to-te't-cell pressure ratios. The slots could be choked at this
condi ti on.
The tests would then be repeated with external flow over the range of
tunnel operating conditions to be used in AIM perfo_lance tests. The cavity
pressures would be varied over a wide enough range so that the force versus
pressure could be extrapolated to zero pressure to determine the absolute
change in force on the AIM due to purge. This method is discussed in detail
in Appendix B of the AIM Test Plan.
The purge force, as measured by this method, would include the effect of
shock wave impingement on the AIM cowl. The shocks are generated by the
purge jet leaving the slot between the OCB and the cowl. The strength of the
shocks and the are_ of the cowl surfaces affected by the shock pressure rise
were expected to be affected by the pur9e pressure. The force change due to
the pressure rise on the cowl would be incorporated in the measured purge
force. Also, any effect of external flay on the cavity wall pressures in the
region of the slots would be included in the force measurement.
The wind tunnel would be run at a reduce.d total temperature of 1500°R
for these runs. This would reduce the chance of damage due to hot gas entry.
Purge pressures would be reduced until thermocouples in the cavities and in
the forward slot showed a tempernture rise, indicating incipient hot 9as
entry. This would establish th( low limit for the a]1owable pur9e pressure.
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The calibration would be _,pot checked during later performance runs at a
higher tunnel total temperature to determine if the calibration shifted with
temperature.
5.1.2.4.3 Test Results
Figure 5-5 shows typiical purge force calibration data with no wind
tunnel flow. The following procedure was used to generate the data:
(I) Evacuate th,_ test cell using the facility steam ejector.
(2) Set the aft cavity purge valve at a fixed position.
(3) Vary the forward cavity valve setting.
(4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 to obtain data at 4 aft cavity valve settings_
The test cell pressure and the four cavity pressures defined in Figure 5-6 were
recorded. The tare force was measured by the thrust measurement load cell
and corrected using the calibration described in Section 5.1.2.1.
The tare force is plotted versus PA2-Pcell for this explanation, It is
to be understood that the remaining cavity pressures also affect the tare
force. Note that any combination of valve settings causes a force in the
drag direction. This is contrary to the prediction based on simple pressure
times area calculations that ce,ncel iation of the forward end AFT cavity forces
could be achieved. Had cancellation been achieved the tare force would have
been zero at some conditions tested.
The possible reasons for this anomily are given below:
(I) The projected area subjected to the cavity pressures in the region
of the aim-support struts was neglected in the prediction of tare
force due to its c_nplicated shape. Also, the seal configuration
in this area made it difficult to predict local pressures.
(2) Pressure variations due to aerodynamic forces within the cavities
were neglected in the force prediction due to the complicated flow
paths and shapes involved.
Aerodynamic effects in the purge flow are apparent in the following
table which presents the four cavity pressures for a typical case.
Cavity Pressur_£__p__si#_ Tare Force_, l__b_b
PAl PA2 PB1 PB2
19.45 2I ,28 10.61 7.69 -1518
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Figure 5-5. Cavity Purge Force Calibration Data
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Had velocities within the cavity foI_,_ard of the seal been negligible_ PAl
and PA2 would have been equal. The same holds true for PBI a_d PB2 which arc
in the cavity aft of the seal."
Another aerodynamic effect within the cavities was discovered durin 9
AIM performance testing. The load cell reading was seen to change signifi-
cantly whi]e the AIM was Operating at a constant fuel equivalence ratio. The
reason for the anomaly was traced to purge force change due to pressure varia-
tions within the purged cavities. Examination of the data showed that the
cavity pressures changed with the fuel temperature in manifold IB. The
suspected reason for this was tile thermal expansion oi_ the manifold and its
insulation closing the gap between the manifold and the outer cowl body (see
Figure 5-6). This restricted the purge flow through the gap causing a higher
pressure loss. This was verified to be true in later purge tests described
below.
To investigate the effect of the heated fuel manifold on the purge force_
a test was performed similar to that described in the above paragraphs. The
same test procedure was used except 1300°R nitrogen was flowed through fuel
system 1B to heat the fuel manifold. A sample of the data is compared to
previous results from tests with a cold manifold in the following table;


















The comparison is made at a fixed value of PA2 with the aft cavity purge
valve closed. PAl is lower when the manifold is hot_indicating a higher
pressure drop in the flow across the manifold. Note the large difference in
tare forcu.
Calibration data were also taken with the AIM translated 0.020 in. in
the aft direction from its zero load position, it was known that the AIM
translated forward about 0.020 in. from an unlit to a maximum-thrust condi-
tion. This translation was caused by the deflection of the thrust stand,
the Aft4 support struts, and the load cell. A 0.020-in. translation causes the
purge slot widths to change about 22 percent. ]'his, in turn, causes a corres-
ponding change in the purge flow. The resulting changes in velocities could
change the pressure distribution within the cavities thereby affecting the
tare force.
To translate the AIM, the load cell turn.-buckle (see Figure 5-1) was
adjusted to close the forward slot from 0.090 to 0.070 in. The load cell was
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then re-calibrated, and a purge force calibratlon perfo_med. S_,mp1e date
for the two slot widths is compared below. The AFT cavity purge valve is
closed in both ce, ses.
Forward Purge
PAl PA2 PBI PB2 T_re Fot,__Slot Width, in_. ....
O.090 1 5.93 17.55 8.67 6.27 -I 185
0.070 16.45 17.81 8.74 6.43 -126o
The comparison shows a slight difference betweeY, the two conditions.
The following conclusions were drawn regarding the tare force calibrations:
(I) Flow velocities within the cavities are sufficiently high to cause
significant aerodynamic effects on the measured c_vity pressuies,
(2) independent variation of any one of the four measured pressures
could cause a significant variation to the tare force.
(3) Correlation of the data by plotting as originally proposed is
impractical because of the large number of variables involved.
(4) Calculations of the tare force using wall pressure integrals are
impracticai because of instr,lmentatior_ limitations.
However, analysis of the calibration data showed that the tare force cnn be
accure, tely correlated at various conditions knowing only the four cavity
press,,,res. The analysis is described in the following section.
5.1,2.4.4 Correlation of Data
Calibration data taken at the following conditions was used for the
purpose of correlating the purge tare force with the ca_',,itypressures°
(a) No external flow.
(b) Test cell at embient pressure, PAl varied from ambiPnt to 24 psi a.
(c) Test cell evacuated to a nominal pressure of 2.2 psia. PAl varied
from 2.2 to 23 psi a.
(d) Same as c above with heated fuel manifold.
(e) Same as c above with the fom_ard purge slot width increased 22 percent.
Data were used only for the case where the aft cavity was pressurized by
seal leakage from the folward cavity, Data taken with Flow through the
aft cavity purge line were not used. Wind tunr,_l tests showed that seal le,_k-
age alone was sufficient to prevent h_t 9as e:ntry into the aft cavity. Th_s:
the aft cavity purge system wa._: not u:_ec; for sub_,c:qu:-nt tunnel tests,
_'_ ZJ AIRESEARCh iaA' 'rACIUI:ING CCd/hr'AN YF_____ OF CALi_ ORI';IA
Data at the ah,_vc conditions was input into a curvi line_Ir regression
computes" program. The progr_m was used to determine an equation which would
yield the minimt,m deviation between the mcsasured tare force: and the force
calculated as a function of tile four measured cavity pressures, The follov_ing
equation was found to give the best results:
FTAR E --AI(PAI Pamb) + A2(PA2- Pamb ) + A3(PBI - Pamb ) (5-I)
PA2
+ A4(PB2" Pamb) + A5(PA2- Pamb) PAl
PA2 + A7 (PAl " Pamb ) \Pamb+ A6 (PA2 " Pamb ) PBI
+ A8 (PB2 " Pamb ) _P_mb_ + A9 (PBI " Pamb ) _,P-'_'2_ AI0
The coefficients calculated by the program are as follows.
A I = 142.5 A 2 = °-24.02 A3
A 5 = 68.7/4 A6 = 21.33 A 7
A9 = 105.1 AIO =-°'4,7
= 122.5 A4 = -29.12
= 2.409 A8 = -I2.08
The program calculated the standard error as follows:
N
Standard Error = _ (Fcalculated-Fmeasured)
l
The error as defined above was 21 lb over the entire range oF conditions
defined above. The constant, AIO, represents an assumed extraneous force as
a check on the validity of the data. The low value of -4.7 Ib verifies the.
absence of a constant offset in the data due to an extraneous force.
A comparison of the tare forces calculated from Equation (5-I) and the
measured forces is given in Figure 5-7. The measured and calculated forces
show good agreement.
The cavity pressure (psia) for a typical wind tunnel test at Mach 6, at
a tunnel total pressure of 750 psia, are given below.
PAl = 15.06; PA2 = 18.7; PBI = 7.81; PB2 = 7.26
The absolute purge tare foi*c_- c_lculated from Equation (5--I) using the
above pressure is -1400 lb.
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5.2 TUNi"EL DEVELOPMENT
Initial wind tunnel tests showed the test section flow field to be
unaccepta'ble due to the aerodynamic blockage of the AIM. tlodific,stion of the:
tunnel test section and 29 development tests investigating tunnel starting and
other operational problems were required to achieve acceptable tunnel opera-
tion at Mach 6. Additional modifications and eleven tests were requirr_d for
the Mach 7 test condition+ Also_tur, nel unstarts were encountered when fuel
was admitted to the AIM. This work is discussed in the following section.
5.2.1 Tunnel Test Section Configuration
The test section configuration used at the ,'-,tart of wind tunnel testing
is given in Figure 5-8. The shrouded free-jet configuration consisted of a
water-cooled shroud and cor,traction cone. These exhausted through a 45-in.-dia
constant-area heat sink cooled diffuser to a spray chamber and steam ejector.
An annular Mach 4 nozzle (referred to as the "wedge nozzie") was circ,Jm,feren _,
tially located around the tunnel exit. The wedge nozzle was designed to flow
40 pounds per second of ambient temperature nitrogen at 115 psia. The purpose
of the wedge nozzle was to aspirate the tunnel boundary layer, tl-,ereby reducing
the tunnel total pressure required to start and maintain hypersonic flow+
Additional details of the test facility are presented in Section 3.
The tunnel blockage due to the maximum cross-section of the Alit and its
support struts w_,s 50 percent of the wind tunnel exit orea. The blocl<age lc.vel
was high_ relative to existing experience. This prompted scale model wind
tunnel starting tests to be performed at the NASA Langley Research Center. ]his
work is reported in References 5-1 and 5-2. The tests showed that the tunnel
could be started with models simulating the full-scale installations at Hach 5
and 7. The tunnel configuration shown in Figure 5-8 is similar to the config-
urations successfully operated in the model tests. Dissimilarities between
the model test configurations and that of Figure 5-8 are noted in the follo,;-
i ng sections.
5.2.2 Test Procedure
The procedure for starting the tunnel and the AIM inlet (simplified here
for the sake of this explanation) was as follows at the start of the test pro-
g ram :
(a) Set the AIM inlet spike at the inlet closed position.
(b) Start the steam ejector and allow the test cell to approach its mini-
mum pressure of about I psia.
(c)
(d)
Set the wedge nozzle inlet pressure at the desired value.
Start the wind tunnel rio, .z. The tunnel tot_l pressure was linearly
raised to its operating value in 33 sc:c. (Typic_l value for M :: 6.0
Pro = 750 psia,) o '
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Figure 5-8. Initial Test Section Configuration Schematic
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(e) The inlet spike was translated to the open position by the automatic
control system in nine seconds after the tunnel pressure reached its
operating value.
5.2.3 Development Tests
The various modifications to the wind tunnel which led to successfully
starting the tunnel are shown in chronological order in Figure 5-9. The test
results for each of these configurations are discussed below. The tests are
also summarized in Table 5-2.
Confiquration A- Configuration A in Figure 5-9 was the first to be tested
and is shown in more detail in Figure 5-8. The tunnel conditions for the first
runs were as follows:
M = 6.0
O
Pto = 466 psia
Tto = 1650°R
In the first attempts to start the tunnel in readings 6 and 7, the Schlieren
image showed the facility nozzle had started and that hypersonic flow had been
established at the AIM inlet (see Figure 6-I and 6-2). The spike was translated
to the design position and the inlet started. The test section wall pressure
distribution with the inlet started is given in Figure 5-I0. Note that the wall
pressures on the facility shroud and the AIM exhaust nozzle are on the order of
10- to 18-times higher than the freestream static pressure. The high pressures
indicated that strong shock waves existed in the test section, caused by the
pressures adjustment required to raise the static pressure in the tunnel flow
by a factor of 8.2 to match the cell pressure.
This condition was unacceptable because of the backpressure on the AIM
exhaust nozzle and pressure distortion on the outer surfaces of the AIM.
Work was then initiated to modify the test section to configurations B and
C described below.
Conf iqurat ion B
Test results in Reference I showed that an improvement in the performance
of the tunnel could be achieved with a "washer" installed at the shroud inlet,
as shown in Figure 5-9.
The purpose of the washer was to prevent the relatively high-pressure flow
inside the shroud from recirculating back into the test cell. This increases
the cell pressure and the strength of the shocks required to equalize the wind
tunnel static pressure and the cell pressure.
The model test results also suggested that the tunnel exit to shroud inlet
gap must be short enough to prevent the flow from impinging on the washer and
spilling air into the cell.
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Math _la OR Posltlon,
NO. PT0' TTO' In.
6 _ 1500/210C 4.266
6 _66 1500 4.266
6 466 1500 4.266
6 £_66 1500 4.266
6 _66 1500 4.266
6 _66 1500 4.266
6 L+66 2250 )._2
6 466 2250 ).962
6 t._66 2950 3.962
6 466 2950 _.266
6 &66 2800 4.266
6 12 11121
13 11121
7 I 14 II121
b
























2/2 6 666 2950 0.99/
4.00
2/2 6 _66 2950 0.99/
4.00
2/15/75 6 750 3000 0.99/
4.00
2/21 6 750 3000 0.99/
_.00
2/21 6 750 3000 0.99/
4.00
212) 6 750 3000 0,99/
4.00
2123 6 750 3000 O. 99/
4,00
2125 6 750 )000 0.99/
4. OO






















Conflg. _in Sec Mln Sec Objective of Test
A . - . Pre-run reference
No-alrflo_ englne
Purge syste_ncallbrattOr
A 40 - , - FacilTtv ar'd engine
checkout
A 2 26 - Same as run 2
A 5 1 Establish facility
operational procedure
BI - - , - . - , Same as run 4
- - . , Same as run 4
2 _91- _ g........ 4
I





















Same aS run 4
Same as run 4
Same Is run 4
Same as run 4
Same as run 4
Same as run
Same as run 4
Cannon ts
Data not valld due to mechanical Interference betwee, AIM a_d
outer cowl body
Test terminated due to cooling system overpressure abort syste_
failure.
Tunnel nozzle starte_. Inlet started. Strong shocks in test
section. Cell pressure _ 2.0 psla.
Test aborted due to facility problem (TAFP).
Facility ShrOUd extended and washer added tO assist tunnel
start (TAFP).
TAFP
Nozzle start and inlet start obtained
Cell pressure _ 1.2 psla. Wedge nozzle pressure changed from
50 tO 60 bSla. NO Improvement In celt pressure.
TAFP
Wedge nozzle pressure 55 to 90 pslg, NO tunne 1 nozzle start.
Nozzle started when Inlet closed for shutdown.
TAFP
TAFP
First combustion attempt, TAFP
Nozzle start not obtained. TAFP,
Nozzle start obtained by cycling inlet spike open and closed.
Inlet start obtained. Fuel ramped to equlvale_ce ratio = .25
prior tO tunnel unstart and TAFP.
Same. as run 4 Nozzle start with inlet partlalty open. (Ax m 0.99). TAMP.
NO fuel injected.
Same as run 4 No start at _X - 0.99. Nozzle started by cycling irlet sp+ke.'"
Co,*buster 11t causing tunnel unstart.
Establlsh facility Jet pump installed. Test aborted du_ tO freezing o_ coolant
operational procedure supply system.
Same as run 12 above Jet pump used for this test. Nozzle start obtained. Unstart
e×perl_nced when Inlet was opened. Test aborted manually.
Nozzle restart noted du_Ing shutdown.
S_ne a_ run 12 above Jet pump and wedge nozzle inlet pressure vorled. Nozzle start
Was not obtained. Use of Jet pump dld not affect test Char_oer
preSSure. Seals between AIM support struts and fac_llty shrou_
b)ow_ out,
Same as run 12 above Jet pump inactivated. TAF)
Same as run 12 above TAFP
Some as run 12 above Nozzle start and engine start obtained. Fuel Injected for 4
seconds prior to nozzle unstart. Unstart attrlbuteO to
excessive fuel injected caused by facility valve malfunction.
Same as run 12 above Nozzle start and inlet start obta{ned. Jet pu_o ;nactlvated.
Fuel was In_ected, engine inlet unstart experienced 12 seconds
later. Inlet start reestablished and fuel again Injected.
Inlet unstart experienced 9 seconds later. Test was m_nu_llv
aborted. Eowl leading edge assembly separated from the outer
body. Cause of the separat+on was attributed to failure Of
the screw heads. The faitur_ was caused by overheat:.a of the
screw beads resvl ring from _ngestTn_ the hot tunnel envi_onme-
i_tO thTS area. Inqestlon of tunnel amb)ent was the result 0 _
a shock standing on tb? AIM cowl.
Addltlonal diagnostic instrumentatio n was installed _n the
facility shroud and diffuser.






t,+nnel comflguratlon sa_e as confiq. B except washer Inside
diameter changed to 44.5 inches. Tunnel unstart observed 19
_,.conds after fuel introduced. Start reestablished. Test
,_£-AI'1 cowl leadln 9 edge assembly mount flanqe was no_ed.


































Mach Psla oR Position,
Date NO. PTO' TTO' in.
3/22 6 930 3100 0.991
_.O0
4127 6 750 2000 0.991
h. o0
_,/30 6 750 2O00 0.991
4.00
_30 6 750 2O00 0._/



















5/15/73 6 J 750/ 5ooo 0,991 1A,1B,2A,
930 4.00 3A
5/16/73 6 750 3000 0.99/
4.00
5/zk 6 750 3OO0 0.991
4.O0
5/30/73 6 750 3000 0.99/
4.oo
5/3o 6 750 3000 O. 99/
_.O0
I0/4/73 6 75o 3000
lo/5/73 6 75o 3000 -
1015/73 6 75o 3ooo _.0o0"99/
10/10/73h 6 750 3000 0.99/
_.0o
10/10
10/11/73 6 750 3000 0.99/
h.O0
I0/17/7_ -














Mln S*c Hin Sac Objective of Test Comments
- '_,S Same as run 17 above Re-run of reading 23 with seal repaired. Jet pu_o dld not
improve tunnel start.
I 16 lame as run 17 above Shroud Inlet washer replaced with cone-cyllnder and 15 °
conical diffuser Inlet contraction replaced wlth 7° cone;
tunnel nozzle did not start.
51 - Establish Operational IPIrst run with fully started tunnel. Shroud inlet cone
)rocedure cylinder replaced wit h original I_ ;n. diameter washer.
Tunnel start obtained when inlet spike _s cycled twice;
supersonic flo_ In diffuser• Test terminated when target
conditions achieved due tO limited supply of nitrogen.
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Tunnel conflg, Identical to ru_ 20. Tunnel start obtained
when Inlet spike cycled twice. Test cell pressure of 1.O asia
obtalned, Wedge nozzle has nag! Igible effect on cell p_ssure,
Investigate inlet Pi rst successful supersonic cOmbustion run. Intentional
unstart limit with first Inlet unstart when first stage equlvaience retIo reached
stage co_bustlon O. 3&. No second stage fuel added. 0-ring between t_
outerbody and the cowl leading edge extruded.
Checkout AIM and Tunnel start and inlet start obtained, _ of 1.3_ set at PTO =
feel1 ity. Fuel rich at 150 psia and ¢ of I.O0 set at PTO " 930 psla. Facility fuel
PTO " 750 psia control value for Injector 18 oscillated, hun proved AIM a-d
tunnel can operate at _ • 1.O, Erosion of zirconium oxide
¢_ 1.O at PTO " 930 pile coating on outer c_) body crossover nlanifold noted. Erosion
caused by carbon dust in tunnel fI_.
Checkout AIM and Test was abortedwhen e_gtn? inlet unstart was observed three
facility. Design ln- seconds after ;nltlatlon of fuel Injection. The engine unstart
lector locations was result of injecting excess;re fuel, caused by malfunction
of facility control valve, Inspection of the unit revealed that
the coolant leak on the spike asse_r_Jly had progressed_ and re_tr
was necessary.
Demonstrate o_ratlon First good run with design Injector locations. Auto Ignlt_on
wlth design injector obtained at _ " O,_5;fIrst stage did not light until second
location and determine stage fuel added. Overall _ ramped to 1.0 wlth first stage
auto Ignitlon limit ¢ held et 0.2_.
Determine effect of Test aborted due to malfunct;on of the steam ejector system
first stage ¢ on com-
bustor performance
Determine effect of Test aborted when inlet unstarted. Malfunction of the facility
flrst stege¢ on tom- fuel control valve r_sulted In lnJecting excessive fuel into
buster performance Injector 2C. _ small cr_cks in _plke skin in Peglon of Ignlto?$






Coenbustor optlmlzatlon Fuel centre| problems encountered,
Co¢_ustor opt lmlzatlo_ Invest;gatlng performance lmprove_nt due to injecting fuel closer




Combustor optimization Attempt to determine effect of f_rst stage ¢ and thrust on
perfon_nce. Auto tgnltlon obtained at ¢ - .5 _. Data taken
wlth Ignitors on and off to determine effect on Derfor_nce.
Inspection of unlt r_vee;ed excessive coolnnt leak at spike/
;gnitor body interface. _epalr necessary. Tunnel operating




Combustor Optimization Effect of Fuel split between 1St and second stage injectors at
overall _ _ 1.0 inv_st_oeted. Also all second stage fuel added
fr_ (nnerbodv side (system 2C). Fuel system purges turned off
to determine effect on combustor wall pressure distribution.
Found thrust measurement aeFected by thor-el expans:on o¢ fuel
manlfoid IB. inlet unstarted at overall _ of l.O wlth first
stage ¢ = 0.3_. Cavity pressure tap PA2 repaired for th_s run.




























Reading Math Psla o R Poslttcm)
_o. Date iNo. PTO" TTO' in.
88 2128 7 1000 3100 2.57
















Used Config. Mln Sac













1A,IB,lC, F 33/8/75 7 1000 3000 2.57
O9 16























2A) 3A) 3_: r
1
7 1000 2900 2.57
5 415 2210 4.0
5 (_) 415 2210 4.00
(b) 300 3000 4.00
(c) 2_ 2210 4.00
5 415 2210 _.00
300 3000 4.00
206 2210 4.00
5 _l_ 22_0 4.00
300 3o0o 4.00
206 2210 4.00








Objective O F Test
Combustion evaluation
DoPment s
First successful Math 7 run. Tum_e| closure removed. Diffuser
Sea_ repaired. Effect of fuel injection Ioc_t!_n imvestlgated.
Row 2 :gnltors on. Outer cowl body s_pport d_'_P_ed by carbon
particle_ _n tunnel flow due to failure of carbon port In facility I
Easter. Shroud Inlet oressure rake _;t e_d d_aged. _ep_ired
outer cowl body support and water cooled Drotectlve wedge
t_stalTed. Cool_nt leak et the l_Lerface of spice sklrt _nd
spike body noted at angular location 270 ° In _ddltion to lea_
at 180 degrees noted i_ Rdg 64. Leak at I_0 ° progressed to
approximately 1.25 inches. Bowl leading edge tip r_dlus xnd
spike tip dor_ged by partlcles. Damage_ areas reworked.
Ccw_bustor optlmlzatlon Perforrn_nce measured with various fuel injection schem_s. TTO
varied durtmg run. Ignitors on. Test tem_ina_ed pre, r_tu_e y
due to failure of transducer in fuel control c_usi_q Fuel con-
trol v_lve to fully open. Abno_l emount of carbom dust
observed in tunnel Flow. Cowl leadlmg edge tlp radius and spike
t;p @gain damaged. TIp section repalred.
Co_nbustor optlmlzatlon Second sta_e fuel Injection closer to I_let (injectors)C, _).
Inlet unstarts encountered.
Effect of angle of Tunnel start i_proved at angIe of _ttack. Tunnel started at
attack P_O TM _50 psI_. 3 inlet umst_rts encountered due to excessive
tst stage fuel. Total coolant leak ;nto co_nbu_tor esti_ted t_
I be 5.0 g_.Co_bustor performance Instrumentation rake blockage had adverse effect On tunnel start.
with Instr_mentatlon Inlet splkestroked tvr;ce to start tunnel. Oxygen conte_t of
rake installed, tunnel fl_w varied w;_le AIM exhaust gas sempling data taken.
FacTITty check-out Plrst Math 5 run. Subsonic cc_bustio_ data obtained. Bu_
termlcated prenv_turely (TAMP).
Comhustor optimization Subso_tc and supersonic combust_o_ _nd transition demonstrated.
Pour unstarts experlence_, t_ree unst_ts att-ibuted to hlgh
cell pressure, one to injecting excesslv_ fueI Intemt;onally
into the AIM. More carbon In tunnel flow. Cowl leadIng edg_
and solke lid damaged. 3oth rm_orked.
All talents m_dc for R_g 9_ _ppllcable for this run, except
combustlon was IImlted tO supersonic combustion mode. Four
Dombustor optlmlzat)on engine unstarts exper lanced. T_ee u_s te_ts were ettrlbuted
to facility co_d_tlo_s and the other to proqra_ed to determine
inlet uns:art limit,
Evaluate effects o F Suhsonic end supersonic combustion and tr_nsltion demonstrated
angle Of attack a= a_qle of _tt_ck, intentional engine unstert obtained when
excessive fuel was I_iected I_ supersonic combustlo_ mode,
Combustor performance Corb!:stor exit flow conditions s'Jr\,eyed, Gas samDIinq data
w_th inst rurn_ntat _On taken. Blockage of instrumentation r_ke Na_ adverse e fleet
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Thus, the shroud was extended 11-I/2 in. and a 46-in. inside dia washer
was added to configuration A to form configuration B. Water cooling was not
provided for these parts because of their near proximity to the cool wedge
nozzle fiow.
Test data taken in readings 11 to 13 with configuration B showed a 40
percent improvement in test cell pressure over configuration A. Pressures on
the AIM exhaust nozzle, although improved, were still 4.5- to 5-times higher
than tile tunnel exit static pressure. It was still apparent that strong
shocks remained in the test section. No significant improvement in this con-
dition was seen when the wedge nozzle pressure was varied from 10 to 90 psia.
Although high pressures prevailed in the test section, the AIM inlet
could be started and supersonic flow established in the combustor. The pre-
ceeding runs had shown the AIM cooling system and tile facility systems to be
functioning properly. Thus, it appeared feasible to attempt a run with com-
bustion; then any problems that arose with combustion runs could be solved
concurrently with the tunnel starting problems.
To light the combustor it was necessary to raise the tunnel total tempera-
ture to the Math 6 condition of 2950°R. This was done in the tv_ cooling
system checkout runs in readings 13 and 14. It was found in these runs that
the tunnel starting problems became more severe at higher tunnel total tempera-
tureo The reasons for this were never resolved. Possible reasons are as
follows:
The specific heat ratio change with temperature in the tunnel causes
a reduction in tunnel Math number. This changes shock positions
which effect the entire test section flow field.
(b) 'The higher temperature increases the velocity in the tunnel boundary
layer relative to that of the ambient temperature wedge nozzle flow.
This reduces the pumping effectiveness of the wedge nozzle.
In reading 13_the tunnel nozzle did not start until the tunnel had just
entered its shutdown process. When shutdown was initiated_the inlet spike
received a command to close and the tunnel immediately started. It was then
apparent that this inlet spike stroking sequence could be used to start the
tunnel nozzle for the next run.
The inlet spike position control mode was changed from automatic to manua]
from the control room. This spike stroking sequence was used in reading 18 and
is shown in Figure 5-11o The inlet was opened followed by an immediate drop in
the wind tunnel nozzle exit static pressure. The inlet was then closed and a
tunnel nozzle start was observed on the Schlieren screen. The inlet wes
reopened and started.
The ignitors were lit and fuel was introduced to the combustor through
first-stage injectors Ic and 4. The co;nbustor lit as fuel was ramped from an
equivalence ratio of 0.15 to 0.2S.
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It was immediately apparent that lighting the combustor had a significant
ef'l:ect on the tunnel flow. A thickening of the cowl boundary layer was
observed on the Schlieren as fuel flow increased° The tunnel unstarted at the
top of tI_e fuel flow ramp. Note the rise in cell pressure with fuel flow in
Figure 5-11.




AIM combustor wall pressures and temperatures showed increases when
fuel was injected_ indicating a lit condition.
Test cell pressure, facility shroud pressures, and external wall
pressures on the AIM showed a marked increase at the time of
ignit ion.
Pressure increases in the tunnel test section associated vJith
combustion in the AIM caused the tunnel nozzle to unstart.
.
.
Wall pressures on the AIM outer cowl surfaces had nearly doubled at
an equivalence ratio of 0.25. This indicated shock waves had migra-
ted upstream onto the cowl surface when fuel was increased.
Most of the AIM exhaust nozzle wall pressures were on the order of
12-times higher than tunnel exit static pressure3indicating sepa-
rated flow in the nozzle.
6o No meaningful determination of thrt_st could be made under the above
condit ions.
7t
Additional instrumentation was needed in the facility to investigate
this problem.
Readings 19 and 20 were made to investigate the tunnel unstarting due to
fuel injection. In these runs it was learned that the tunnel would start
without restroking the inlet previously described if the inlet were set at a
partially open position. An inlet AX of O.99-in. was chosen because this was
the spike position where the inlet contraction ratio was just low enough to
allow the inlet to self-start.
The open inlet allowed a portion of the tunnel flow to bypass the annulus
between the facility shroud and the AIM. This apparently reduced the pressure
loss in this area enough torallow the tunnel to start. Although restroking
the inlet was occasionally required, the tunnel was started with the inlet at
AX = O. 99 in. for all subsequent runs.
Conf iqurat ion C
Significant improvements in the tunnel starting and operating pressure
ratios were obtained in the scale model starting tests of Reference I by a
diffuser inlet ejector as showr, in Figure _;'-9_configuratior, C. The ejector
was designed to pump air from the test cell into the exhaust diffuse_ thereby
reducing the cell pressure. Con_ igu_utlon B was conw_rtcd to configuration C
__ AIR[S['A[IOH MANUFAC'I,.';';_PtC COMPAN'_Of ": [,L ff _' !'_NIA
74- ! 07E;4
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by sliding tI_e diffuser aft and installing the ejector" between thr shroud and
the contraction cone entrance. The ejector was designed tO flow 10.2 Ib per
sec of ambient temperature nitrogen at a pressure of 93 psia.
Readings 21, 22, 23, and 29 were made with configuration C-1. The tunnel
total pressure was increased for these runs from 466 to 750 p._.ia. This was
done in attempt to start the tunnel by improving the overall pressure ratio.
In contrast to the model tests_ the ejector showed no improvement in the
tunnel operating characteristics. The test cell pressure was about 8-times
higher than tunnel exit static compared to the values around 6.5 for config-
uration B. Excursions were made with the ejector primary and wedge nozzle
pressures with no significant effect on the test cell pressure.
Consequently, the ejector inlet was sealed off to form configuration C-l.
This configuration was tested in readings 24 to 27 to determine if the in-.
creased tunnel total pressure would improve tunnel starting. Reading 26
showed no significant improvement and the tunnel total pressure was raised to
the Mach 6 design value of 930 psia in readings 27 and 28.
The higher pressure and heat transfer in conjunction with tunnel unstarts
due to fuel additlon caused structural damage to the AIM. Shockwaves imping-
ing on the AIM caused noticable discoloration to the skin on the cowl and the
outer cowl body. About half of the bolts retaining the cowls to the outer
body failed in tension and the flanges parted about 0.060 in. (See para
6.3.1) Also_ the outer cowl body was distorted about O. 070-in. out-of-round_
causing _ddltior;al binding problems in the thrust n,easureme_,t system (see para
5. 1.2.2).
As a consequence, further running with the tunnel unstarted at 930 psia
was avoided. Any Mach 6 tests where inlet unstarts could be encountered were
run at a tunnel pressure no higher than 750 psia. Later in the prograI%tunnel
unstart problems were solved and satisfactory combinations of injectors and
equivalence ratios were selected. Tests were then performed at 930 psia with-
out incident.
For" reading 27, additional instrumentation was installed in the test
section and diffuser. This made a significant contributior, to the solution
of lhe unstorting problems. Figure _-12 presents wall pressure measurements
in the facility diffuser. The following ar,alysis of the diffuser flow condi-
tions was made using this data:
(a) The mass averaged diffuser exit total temperature, TT wc_s calculaled
as a function of equivalence ratio knowing the initial temp(:ratures
and flow rates of the wind tunnel, wedqe nozzle, and the AIH fuel
flow. Complete combustion was assumed.
(b) Theoretical values of ESP2 as a function of equivalence ratio were
w#i T
then calculated using ESP2 A f(H) : 0._60. The value of 0.960
cor_e_-ponHs to sonic con,._itio:_s.
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Figure 5-12. F_ea=J_red Diffuser Pressures
The measured values of [SP2 are compared in close agreement to the
theoretical values in Figure 5-13. This shows the diffuser exit is effect-
ively choked. Note the pressure drop in Figure 5-12_betv'een the diffuser inlet
and exit.. The above characteristics indicate subsonic diffuser flow with the
exit choking due to duct losses. Had the core of tlle flow been supersonic_ the
pressure would have increased toward the exit.
The facility was designed with the intent of supersonic flow in the dif-
fuser with the ter_ninal shock in the spray chamber downstream of the diffuser°
With subsonic diffuser flow_ the terminal shocks stand on or near the AIM. The
position of the shocks is determined by the pressure required to drive the flow
through the choked diffuser. As the diffuser exit temperature increases due
to combustion_ the pressure must also increase to meet continuity. Thus_ as
fuel is added_ thc_ terminal shocks must move toward the shroud inlet to adjust
to a position of lower pressure loss. Also_ the static pressures downstream of
the shocks must rise in accordance with the increasing diffuser static pres-
sures. With sufficient fuel addition_ the shocks eventually move upstrearn far
enough to impinge on or near the AIM spike tip shock which unstarls the All,;
inlet. Schlieren movies show that this iramediately unstarts the wind tunnel.
Confi .qurati on B-'I
For reading 28_ the 46-in.-dia shroud inlet washer was replaced by 44.5-
in.- dia washer (configuration B-l) in an attempt to reduce recirculation of
the tunnel flo.v into the test cell. A total pressure ,'ake was installed to
._urvey the pressure at the washer inlet. The pressures are comp:_red Jr, Figure
5.-14 for the two washer sizes tested. The probe pressures away from the tun-
nei centerlitle shuw only slight increases above Lhe tunnel static pressure.
Only the innermost probe shows a marked pressur rlse. This indic_tes the
flow has turned toward the tunnel centerline and the jet boundary is somewher{_
near tl_e innermost probe 3-I/4 in, from the washer lip. Higher cell pressure
and further turning toward the centerline are evident when the combustor is
lit. No significant improvements were. observed with the smaller washer.
At .this time in the program_ the starting problem was revle_._ed by NASA
and AiResearch in conjunction with Fluidyne Enginec_rinq Cor_:orati¢;n who were
called in as consultants to AiResearch. Figure 5-15 presents the flow condi-
tion._:.in the tunnel as estimated by Fluidyne for reading 28. Heasured wall
pressures referenced to the tunnel total pressure are noted on the figure.
Fluidyne made the following cohi_ei_ts regarding their analysis;
I. With no fuel addition, the facility nozzle is started and the
engine iniet is started.
2. The test chamber pressure with no fuel addition is _._bout seven tim_:s
the nozzle exit static prussure, so the H::6 nozzle flow contrccts
after leaving the nozzle and shockwaves impinge on the engine cowl.
3. The resulting flow produces unrealistically l,igh-l_ressures and
separated flow aroused the engLne nozzlc: and larg_, tot,__l pressure
losses OCCU I',
Mo. = 6.0
PTO = 93O PSIA
TTO :;3100°R
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Figure 5-14. Sl,rt_L'dIn!eL Ptcs'._ureSurvey
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TEST CONDITIONS: READING 28
PTo = 925 PSIA
TTO = 3100°R
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Because of the high static pressure level and large total pressure
losses in the flow around the engine, valid cngine thrust data is
unobtainable and the external flow Mach number is so low it can't
negotiate the 15 deg turn at the diffuser contraction, so a normal
shock occurs in the contraction,
.
Subsonic flow exists in the constant area diffuser throat tip to the
exit where choking occurs.
.
The downstream steam ejector performance is more than adequate, so
the flow re-expands in the subsonic diffuser and shocks down again,
probably near the rake station.
In the review a number of fixes were suggested and discussed. The most
promising of these considering lead time and probability of succes_ were voted
to be configurations D and E.
Configuration D
The following changes were made to configuration C to form configuration D.
I. The diffuser inlet ejector and 15-deg contraction cone were replaced
with a 7 deg cone. This was done to allow the flow to negotiate the
contraction supersonically.
2. A 44. 5- in.-dia cylinder with a 5-1/2-deg conical inlet was added to
the shroud inlet washer.
This configuration was tested in reading 30. The tunnel nozzle did not
start.
Conf i__urat ion E
The cone-cylinder inlet was removed and replaced by the existing 46-in.-dia
washer to form configuration E. This configuration was first tested in reading
31.
The test section and diffuser wall pressure distribution for configurations
E and B-I are compared in Figure 5-16. The data shows that the tunnel had
fully started with configuration E. The diffuser exit Mach number_ calculateH
from continuity using the measured static pressur_:_ is 1.42. The total pres-
sure recovery was about 0.59-times the normal shock pressure recovery, The
cell pressure was 1.2 psia or 3.15-times the freestream static pressure,
Pressures on the AIM nozzle outer shroud improved from a value of 5-times the
freestream static for configuration B-l to a value of O.Z_ for configuration E.
Configuration E was used for the remainder of the Mach 6 tests.
Configurations F and G
Starting problems were expected to be more. severe at Math 7. The tunnel
nozzle exit static pressure i_ I/5 of the Mach 6 value for a given total
pressure. Thus_ a lower cell pressure is required to start the tunnel. The
procurement of the au_tili_=:rY ejcctr)r_ sl;own _s configuration E in Figure ,5-9_
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The ejector was intended to reduce tile cell pressure by pumping air from the
cell into the spray chamber. However, the tunnel did not start in the first
attempts. Variations in wedge nozzle pressure and inlet spike position proved
ineffective.
Configuration F was then abandoned for configuration G. A closure cone
was installed between the wedge nozzle and the existing shroud to form this
configuration. Configuration G was unsuccessful. High-pressures on the AIM
inlet spike indicated that the tunnel terminal shock was standing about 6
inches upstream of the AIM cowl leading edge. The contraction in the flow path
in this region formed by the tunnel exit lip and the AIM inlet spike and cowl,
was apparently contributing to this problem. Therefore_ the AIM was moved 5.5
in. aft to reduce the contraction (configuration G-I). The tunnel did not start.
An attempt was then made to relieve the contraction by bleeding air out
of the tunnel. Two 6-in.-dia blowout doors were installed in the closure
cone on opposite sides of the tunnel to form configuration G-2. The doors
were spring loaded closed. Thus, when high-pressures were imposed by the
terminal shock_the doors would be driven open and air exhausted into the test
cell. This would bleed air out near the contraction throat and pemit the
shock to proceed downstream into the diverging area.
The tunnel was started with this configuration in reading 81. However,
it unstarted irr_nediately when fuel was introduced to the AIM.
A circumferential seal around the 45-in.-dia diffuser was then found
to be leaking air from the diffuser to the test cell. The calculated leak
rate was 8 Ib per sec. This was sufficient to have a significant effect on
the cell pressure. The seal was repaired and the tunnel restored to configur-
ation F.
When the attempt was made to start the tunnel with configuration F_
reading 88_ the total pressure was ramped to lO00 psia without success. The
inlet was opened in an attempt to achieve a start. When this failed_ the
inlet was closed and re-opened in a second attempt. Both the tunnel and the'
inlet started. Fuel equivalence ratio was then ramped up to 0.94 without
unstarting the tunnel. Apparently the tunnel starting process was marginal.
In subsequent runs the tunnel sometimes self-started and other times requirc-.d
the inlet to be opened to start.
Review of the data showed the diffuser flow to be supersol,ic. The
calculated duct exit t4_cl,number _as I.LI and the. total pressur_ recovery was
0.835-times the r,orm'Jl shock value.
_r_._'Y_%_i AIR,_£EARCH MAN U_ACI URING COI',PANY
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5.2.4 Tunnel Unstarts Due to Combustion
Combustion in the AIM caused the tunnel to unstart by two different
processes.
(a) Thermal choking in the tunnel diffuser exit.
(b) Excessive first-stage injector fuel flow in the AI_i.
The process of thermal choking is described in Figure 5-I?. A map of
calculated one-dimensional diffuser exit flow conditions is shown; also_
measured diffuser exit static pressures are plotted versus (@) for readings
36 and 65. As equivalence ratio is increased, the measured exit pressures
are seen to move toward the calculated values for sonic flow. This process
takes place at a nearly constant diffuser exit total pressure, as apparently
the heat addition pressure loss in AIM is partially compensated by the up-
stream movement of shockwaves in the external flow. This improves the pres-
sure recovery for that portion, When sonic conditions are first reached at
the diffuser exit, the diffuser inlet flow remains supersonic. Further
addition of fuel causes shocks to move upstream through the diffuser and
into the test section accompanied by subsonic diffuser flow. When the shock _
reach the AIM cowl on or near the inlet spike tip shock_ the inlet unstarts_
causing a tunnel unstart.
An unstart occurred in this manner in reading 65 with the instru_lentatTon
rake (see Section :5.2) installed. The instrumentation rake was found to
adversely affect tunnel unstarts. The unstart point is plott_d in Figure
5-17 at a _ of 1.05. The tunnel unstarted 5 sec after _ was set and held at
this value. During this time, the cell pressure increased from 6.3 to 7.6.-
times the freestream static pressure. Also, the diffuser inlet pressure
increased_ indicating a transition from supersonic to subsonic flow. Unstart
occurr_d immediately after the transition.
An oncoming tunnel unstart due to thermal choking was always apparent
on the Schlieren screen. As the terminal shocks moved toward the AIM cowl,
a thickening and unsteadiness was seen in the cowl boundary layer. Another
warning was also apparent in the television screen monitoring the AIM inlet
through the slot between the tunnel exit and the test section shroud. A
normal shock which appeared as a luminescent ring around the cowl could be
clearly seen moving slowly toward the AIM inlet as shown in Figure 5-18.
When the ring appeared to be several inches from the inle% the tunnel un-
started. At unstart, the AIM was obscured by luminescent gas as strong
shocks moved upstream of the inlet.
The cause of this shock was the ir,tersection of the tunnel exit shock
and the shock generated by the AIM cowl as previously described in the
Fluidyne Analysis in Figure 5-15b. When the cell pressure became excessively
high, the flow could not negotiate the required turning angles through
oblique shocks and a narwhal shock was gener_,'ted.
The position of the luminescent ring was monitored on the television
screen during re_-_ding F,8 to pr,.:w.nt un_.tarting th,: _. tunr, cl, The ring position
ii t i ....A!R[SEARCH MA_,,:'ACIL.R NG CO_rVA _'jv
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Figure 5-]7, Diffuser Exit Conditions
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at tunnel unstart was marked on the televisiort screen. The unstart point was
established from video tape playbacks of reading 65. When the ring approached
the mark in reading 687 fuel flow was terminated. The ring was then observed
to retreat downstream and the unstart prevented.
These measures were necessary only with the instrumentation rake in-
stalled. A _ of 1.35 was successfully run without the rake in reading 64.
At this condition_ the diffuser exit had choked from tlle supersonic side;
that is, the flow upstream was supersonic with the exTt driven to sonic COr!--
ditions by duct losses. The tunnel was apparently on the verge of unstarting
at this condition.
The tunnel could also be unstarted by excessive first-stage fuel injec-
tion in the AIM. This was encountered in reading 33. The Aitg inlet was to
be intentionally unstarted in this run to determine the maximum first-stage
equivalence ratio with the second stage inoperative. Fuel flo_,¢was linearly
ramped toward a (¢) 0.4 and the inlet unstarted at a value oi: 0.3t_. This
immediately unstarted the tunnel. The unstart was caused by pressure losses
due to strong shocks ahead of the AIM inlet.
5.3 COMBUSTION TESTS
A summary of the initial wind tunnel tests is presented in Table 5-3.
The plan was based on the rationale given below.
The Mach 6 tests were to be run first for the following reasons:
Mach 6 is the design transition Mach number from the subsonic- to
supersonic-combustion mode. Data could be accumulated ir, both
modes and intermode transition demonstrated.
Mach 6 is the most critical condition, considering both inlet
unstart and ignition delay. These would be evaluated early in
the program.
A large amount of useful data could be obtained before subjecting
the AIM and the facility to the higher-risk Mach 7 conditions.
At each Mach number, a purge force calibration test (see paragraph 5.1.2.6)
would be run first. This would determine a thrust correction due to cavity
purge. The purge prevented hot tunnel flow entry into the cavity containing
fuel mainfolds between the engine and the outer cowl body. The tests were to
be performed at 1500°E, as this low temperature _)uld prevent damage to the
AIM if hot gas should enter. Also, the test would provide a system checkout
at low temperature before the engine was run at more severe conditions. At
each Mach number, tests would be performed to determine the captured inlet
weightflow at various spike positions. The tests would be niade with a flow
meter replacing the engine exhaust nozzle.
'_._=_'_'l AIRESL_,CI{ |-4A,_ilFACTUR!N(; CO_3PAPY
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2940 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
2946 Ic, _, 2a_ 2c
2946 la, Ib_ It,
2946 TBD
3000 ia, Ib, 2a, 2c
3000 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
29_6 la, lb, 2a, 2c
29_6 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
29_6 la, Ib, 2a, 2(
2946 3a, 3b
2946 3_, 5b
2946 I_ Ib_ 2a, 2_
20_6 la, Ib, 2a, 2c







384, la_ Ib, 2a, 2c
384 Ic_ 4_ 2a, 2c
384 la, tbj Ic, 4
384 TBD
396 la_ Ib, 2a, 2c
396 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
384 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
384 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
384 la, Ibj 2a, 2c
38_ la_ lb, 2aj 2C
39_ la_ Ib, 2a_ 2c
38_ la, Ib, 2aj 2c
la, tb, 2a, 2c
221 la, Ib, 2a, 2c
22l la, lb, 2a_ 2c
221 la. Ib_ 2a_ 2c
22 la, Ibj 2a_ 2c
22 3_, 3b





































RUN 1YP[ AND PUf_PC]E
Purge fOlCe, rK:_innl cz,_-e
Purge force, efCe_t c_f spike posit;{,h
Purge. force, effect ¢.f a:,ole of attach
Ope.ratlon chcclot, t_ el(cot e! higher llG
Airflo.v calibr,_tlon, effect of altiLc, d,-
Airflow calibration, nominal case
Airfluw caliblatlon, (=ff¢_ct ef an_le of attack
[nlet-cc_'_bL'stor perfor_._nc(, ignlt;r,,- ,"_:_ iclct unctc,t llrTtt
Inlet-cc_bustor perfor,,:a.',ce, injector optir:.iz.',t:or.
][nlet-combusto_ pcrforn.e_ce, injector optiiri_at,on
lnlut-cct_bustur pe.rform_ncu, injeclor optlr,.izat;o(,
lnlet-co_n_bustor performance, injector optimization
Inlet-com.bustor Ferforr_ance, effect of altitude
lnlet-con_bustor performance, effcc_ of altitude
Inlet-ccm_bustor performance, effect of spike positeD:,
ln|ct..combusto_ performance_ effect of spike posi[ion
:ni(;t-combustor l_erf,4:n_:!,Ce, effect of :,pike po_.TtiO n
in|ct.co_zbustor perf.:_,,_ance, subsonic cembustion
Engine performance, subsonic co_bJst io,_ a"d transit;on
EnOir_..: perforn,an_e_ ncx::;nol case
I'ng_ne performance, efl,-ct c'f altltt, Je
Engine performance, effect of anglc of atta::k
Puroe force
Airflow calibration, effect of altitude
Airflow calil_ration, n(_inal case
Airflow calibration, effect of angle c,f attach
]nlet-coc:bu_t_r I.e rE(Finance, i_:lltlon e,:d inlet unstart limitc
ln|et-cc_busLu: pelformancc, injector optimization
In|et-cc*nbusto_ p_=rformancc, injector optinizotion
Inlct-cc_bustor performance, injector optimization
lnlet-co_bustor performance, inj,2ctor optimization
II_|et-cc_busto[ perfoilaance_ effect of attitude
Inlct-co_:bustol pcrformence_ effect of altitude
]nlet-co,_buLtor perforin0nc.e, effect of spil, e position
Inl_t..cc_iL'usto," pcrlormar, ce, effevt of spike phsitioq
Inlet-=c_,nbustor p:r formet_e, effect _f spilt position
Lngin¢- pel{oIm, l_nce_ t)c_nlr_a| case
Engine pelformnnC_, effect of al[itut!:
Eh_r;t perfo._r, en:_._ effect of angle of attack
Purge force
Airflow callbrnt ;a:_
lhlet-cc_r, bustm p(ffolr,ance_ n,_,ir, al case effcct of altitude
Inlet • _.c,:lt.;isto: p_[ foni/_.ncc_ end i _ni tOI t low rate
Er,)ir;•- p_rfo,manc_, su|,_r_oni_ c_.wnbu_tion
[.pgir_e p. rfor:_h_.(, S_bsc 'P'i¢. ec_mbustion
[_c, lrld per{_rmb_,:,., tffec t of a,l:;|e of etlacL
AIRESEARCH _._,! , t, CII, RIo f'CLd"AN¥
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The inlc-t-combustor' performance tests _u]d then be run at various fuel
injector combinations and equivalence ratios. Inlet-combustor perform_.,Ice,
unstart limits, _md ignition limits would be determined. These tests wou]d be
performed "with the combustor exit instrumentation rig installed (see paragraph
2.10.1). The instrumentation rig would survey combustor exit total pressure,
temperature, Fiach numbct] and flow direction at the duct centerline. Also, gas
samples would be taken to determine the local fuel-air ratio and gas
composition.
The inlet-combustor performance data w._uld be used to select the best
combination of fuel injector locations. This combination would then L.e used
for engine performance tests. The combustor exit rake would be removed for
these tests because it was anticipated that the thrust measurement data would
be affected by impingement of th_ probe shocks on the exhaust nozzle wal Is.
Performance would be measured at various conditions. Tunnel pressure
would be varied to determine the effect of altitude, and spike position would
be varied to determine the effect of combustor inlet Hach numb_'r. Perform_:,Hce
would be measured at a 3-dog angle of attack. Subsonic combustion performance
would be measured at Mach 5 and 6; also, transition between subsonic and super-
sonic combustion would be demonstrated.
In general, the above plan was followed with the following exceptions:
The purge force calibration tests were not completed until the
end of the program_ since initial tests had indicated that
techniques must be developed to properly account for all factor_
involved. A detailed description of these factors appears in a
later section.
The airflow calibration tests were deleted due to schedule
limitations. In lieu of these inlet flow calibrations, the
captured inlet weightflow was determined from the cowl area
and tunnel flow conditions. The 2/3-scale inlet test data
was used to determine the inlet mass flow ratio at off--design
conditions.
The number of injector combinations evaluated in the injector
optimization tests was reduced because of schedule limitations.
The injector optimization tests were performed at a tunr,el
total pressure of 750 psia, instead of the planned 930 psia,
to avoid subjecting the AIM to tunnel unstarts at high pres-
sure. The AIH had been previously damaged under this condi-
tion (see paragraph 5.2.3 ul,der "Configuration CZ').
Intentional inlet unstarts v,:_:replanned for the combustor
optimi_-ation tests and these were known to unsta_'t the tunnel.
5.3,1 Fuel System Operation
Fuel flow to the AIH was computer controlled by the system described in
paragrE, ph.3.1.5. The AIH fuel manifold pressures required to deliver the
scheduled full-flow were calculated prior to a run and programmed on magnetic
tape. During the run, the pressures were controlled to match the values on
tape by a closed-loop control system.
Typical fuel schedules are given in Figures 5-19a to 5-38a. These show
the planned equivelence ratios as a function of time for selected runs.
Some schedules were divided into segments, as shown in Figure 5-29a. If
an inlet or tunnel unstart occurred, the fuel flow could be termir, ated and the
fuel schedule skipped to the next segment. Operation of the system is described
be Iow.
At the start of a test, the fuel control computer entered a "hold" condi--
tion just after the tunnel total pressure reached its operating value. In tile
"hold :' condition;the fuel system was armecl so that actuation of a switch would
clear the hold and start the fuel schedule. Thus, the tunnel flow conditions
could be verified and the inlet starting procedure executed at the discretion
of the test conductor before admitting fuel. Tunnel and inlet starts were
verified by observing the Schlieren television monitor.
In the event of a tunnel or inlet unstart during the run, a "skip" switch
was actuated. The skip signal closed the fuel control valves, advanced the
tape to the next segment, and re-established a "hold" condition while the tul_-
nel and inlet were re-started. The tunnel was re-started by commanding the
inlet to a partially closed position (_X = 0.99). The inlet was then returned
to its operating position. The hold was then cleared to continue the fuel
schedule from the start of the next segment. Examples of this procedure are
discussed in the following section.
5.3.2 Discussion of Tests
The testing aspects of selected combustion test runs are discussed in
chronological order in this section. The planned fuel schedules and the
measured fuel equivalence ratio (¢) plots are given in Figures 5-19 through 5-38_
The corresponding thrust measurement load cell readings and measured cavity
purge pressure (PA2) are also presented. A complete listing of all runs was
given in the Test Run Summary, Table 5-2. Fuel injector locations used in the
discussion are defined in Section 2.3.
The runs prior to reading 53 were not used for performance calculations
due to difficulties encountered in recording AIM wall pressure measurements.
The pressure taps injested water from the spray chamber and condensed steam
from the facility ejector. This occurred during the periods of unsteady
ejector operation during tunnel startup and shutdown. Continual experimenta-
tion with facility operating procedures was required to minimize this problem.
_NOTE: All figures for this discussion appear at the end of Section 5.3.
_ AIREe,[.ARCH MA!,IU;-_CI URI;;G COWIPANYO| CALII-ORNIA
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Thrust measurements were not valid before reading 57. It was found that
a damaged purged cavity pressure line in the AIM was affecting the: purge force
calibrations (see Section 5.1.2.4). Also, binding between the outer cowl body
and the AiM affected true thrust-drag measurement (see paragraph 5.1.2.2).
The readings prior to 57 are included in tile discussion, since useful inforrn_=
tion concerning the operation of the AIM and the facility was obtained.
Readings prior to 33 were devoted to the solutTon of wind tunnel starting
problems and are discussed in Section 5.2. Reading 33 was the first run with
combustion in a fully started wind tunnel.
Read in.q 33_
The purpose of this run was to determine the inlet unstart limit for the
first-stage fuel injectors. The first-stage _ would be ramped from 0.04 to
0.4 in injectors la and Ib as shown in Figure 5-19a. Ignitor rows I and 2
would be lit for the entire run. A ten-second flat would occur at _ = 0.175 as
a check on the stabilization of instrumentation end the AIM wall temperatures.
The la, Ib injectors were selected because they are closest to the combustor
inlet, and thus, provide a check on the combination giving the best theoretical
performance. These are also the most critical with respect to inlet unstart.
Figures 5-19b and c reveal that the inlet unstarted at _ = 0.34. This
value was used as a guide in selecting the first-_tage _ for future runs using.
both stages.
Examination of the data in the flat portion of the fuel ramp revealed that
the ramp rate was slow enough to give stable wall temperature and pressure
measurements. In other words, the measurements followed the trend of the fuel
flow with no significant lag.
ReadiD_.'._
The purpose of this run was to determine if the tunnel would remain
started at the most adverse conditions, Also, operation at the design Mach 6
PTO of 930 psia would be demonstrated, The run was intended to expose problem
areas so that the required remedial action could be initiated at the earliest
date.
The worst case considering tunnel unstart was expected to occur with
incomplete combustion in the AIM. The unburned fuel could ignite at low-
pressure in the constant-area diffuser downstream of the AIM exhaust nozzle.
The resulting high-heat-addition pressure loss would affect the tunnel opera-
tion in an unfavorable manner.
The 2a and 3a second-stage injectors were selected for ti_e run on the
basis of their yielding the lowest potential combustion efficiency. Also, the
combustor would be operated fuel rich. This could cause the excess fuel to




The fuel schedule is given in Fi9ure 5-20a. ¢ was to be ramped to a
value of 1.34 at PTO = 750 psia, If the tunnel did not unstart at these con-
ditions, PTO would be ramped to 930 psia at constant-fuel flow as showr, in
Figure 5-20d. This would result in a reduction in ¢ as PTO increased, so that
an unsta_t at high pressure would be avoided. Ignitor rows 1 and 2 would be
lit for the entire run.
The run was completed without unstarting the tunnel.
Readinq 36
This run was made to demonstrate the operation of tile AIM and the faciliLy
using the Mach 6 design injector (fuel systems la, Ib, 2a, 2c). Autoignition
was to be attempted. First-stage fuel was to be introduced at _ = 0.24, as
seen in Figure 5-21a, and held for 5 sec to obtain stable operatior,. Second-
stage fuel would then be ramped to a _ of 1.0 in 94 sec so that the autoignition
point could be determined. If ignition did not occur when _ had re_ched a w!ue
of 0.6, the ignitors were to be lit.
Autoignition occurred after the second-sta9e fuel was initiated at an
overall @ of 0.53 at 128 sec, as seen in Figures 5-21b and c. The data showed
that the first stage had not lighted prior to second-stage injection. Ignition
of both stages occurred after the second-stage fuel had been introduced.
Second-stege fuel vJas injected in more upstream locations for both tile
first and second stages (injectors I_, Ib, 4, 2c) in this run as shov,,n in
Figure 5-22a. In theory, this yields better performance, but is more conducive
to unstarting the inlet.
The effect of first-stage ¢ on performance would also be evaluated in this
run. Second-stage _ would be increased, while holding the first stage constant.
This would be done at each of several first-stage values. The range selected
for the first-stage ¢'s was felt to be a reasonable spread between the first-
stage lean ignition limit and the inlet unstart limit. Row 1 and 2 ignitors
would be lit to insure that combustion data could be obtained at the low
conditions. Ignitors would be turned off in segment 4 to determine their effect
on performance.
Figures 5-22b and c show that full thrust was not obtained because of an
inlet unstart encountered at an overall ¢ of 0.83, with the first stage at
= 0.22. The run was manually terminated at this point. The cavity purge
pressure, PA2, is seen to oscillate in Figure 5-22c because of excessive gain
in the pressure control system.
Readin£ _4
The effect of first stage and overall _ on performance with injectors la,
Ib, 2a, 2c was to be evaluated in this run as shov_ in Figure 5-23a. Forty
seconds of _ = 1.0 operation was planned at the end of the run, while cavity
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purge pressure was to be varied to determine the effect on tare force. Also,
ignitors were to be operated the same as planned for reading 52.
The entire fuel schedule was performed in the run as seen in Figures 5-23b
and c. Good wall pressure measurements were determined in this run and the data
was the first to be used for a complete combustor performance analysis.
Variations from the planned first-stage fuel schedule were encountered_ as
seen in Figure 5-23b. The first stage _ is seen to decrease with time, instead
of holding a constant value as planned. The cause of this was a gradual
increase in the AIM fuel manifold hydrogen temperature during the run (see
Section 5.3.2). _ was scheduled to be set at 0.24, 0.27 and 0.3, resulting in
a 25-percent overall variation. An 8-percent variation was obtained in the run.
Because of the above consideration and also because random variations in
the fuel temperature were encountered from run to run, a fuel manifold temper-
ature compensation feature was planned for the fuel control.
Reading __Z
An improved approach was taken in this run to measure the effect of first
stage _ on performance. Overall ¢ was to be held constant at a value of one_
while the first- to second-stage fuel split was varied as seen in Figure 5-24a.
This method has the advantage of covering a wider ¢ range than the method of
re_ding 54. The first-stage ignition limit and the inlet unstart limit can be
covered in a single fuel ramp. Ignitors were lit for the entire run. Compari-
son of the thrust: and _ plots of Figure 5-24b and c show that the combustor !it
immediately at a first-stage _ of 0.2, and the inlet unstarted at 0.37 about
235 sec into the run.
In the second segment of the fuel schedule, all second-stage fuel was
added from the innerbody injector, 2c, to determine the effecL on performance.
Note the 80-pound change in load cell reading in Table 5-2 between 198 and
235 sec. The cause of this change is not the variation in combustor fuel
distribution as the data shown here might suggest. Analysis reveals that the
change to be caused by variation in purged cavity tare force due to thermal
expansion of the IB fuel manifold. This effect is described in paragraph
5.1.2.4.3.
Readinfl 60
Various combinations of innerbody and outerbody fuel injection were
investigated in this run_ while the nominal overall _ was held at unity as
shown in Figure 5-25a. An inlet unstart w_s encountered at 286 sec when a
high second-stage ¢ was injected on the outerbody wall.
Reading 60 was the last run investigating the effect of fuel injection
schemes. Fuel temperature compens_tion w_s added to the fuel control.
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Readin_ (Figure 5-26)
The effect of inlet spike position on performance was investigated in
reading 61. The selected spike positions resulted in in]et mass flow ratios
of 0.58 and 0,81. The 2/3-scale inlet test mass flow ratio data was used to
select the spike position settings, Ignitors were on for the entire run.
Tile fuel line purge nitrogen flow was turned off and on to investigate the
effect of the purge jets on the combustor wall pressure distribution at each
spike position,
Re ad i_nq____
This run was made to investigate the effect of altitude on performance.
The tunnel total pressure was run at 466 and 930 psia corresponding to altitudes
of 91_O00 and 76,000 feet respectively.
The first portion of the fuel schedule was devoted to the high pressure
condition as shown in Figure 5-27d. Since the AIM was previously damaged by a
tunnel unstart at this condition, the maximum _ was limited to a value of 1.0.
A maximum _ of 1.3 was to be run at PT0 = 466 psia.
The _ = 0 interval between the two pressure ramps was devoted to the
adjustment of PTO.
Readin_L_6_+
Combustion mode trensition was demonstrated and subsonic combustion per-
formance was measured in this run. Subsonic combustion was obtained using
injectors 3A and 3B. Supersonic combustion was obtained with all of the first
stage fuel injected from outerbody injector IB. Fuel line limitations within
the AIM innerbody prevented the use of an additional innerbody injector with
the subsonic combustion injectors in operation.
The row 3 ignitors, intended for subsonic combustion, were not used in
this run. Schedule limitations prevented the allocation of the time required
to make the necessary plumbing changes within the AIM innerbody; consequentiy,
the run was planned so that supersonic combustion always preceded subsonic
combustion, then the supersonic stages were used to light the subsonic stage
in lieu of the ignitors, thereby insuring a successful run.









Lightoff with supersonic combustion
Supersonic tO subsonic transition
Subsonic combustion, _ = 1.0
Subsonic combustion, _ = 1.24











Lightoff with supersonic combustion
Transition to subsonic combustion
Subsonic combustion
Transition to supersonic combustion
Transition was successfully demonstrated in the run.
Reading 6_
Combustor exit flow conditions were surveyed with the instrumentation rig
(see paragraph 2.10.2) in this run. The instrumentation rig consisted of
10 probes located at the combustor exit station on the flow path outerline.
Five probes were designed to extract gas samples and measure the combustor exit
total temperature, and the remaining five were cone probes with a pitot and 4
cone static-pressure taps. These were intended to measure total pressure and
temperature, Math number, and flow direction.
The fuel schedule was planned with 10-sec steady-state portions at various
operating conditions. Ten seconds was felt to be adequate for the stabilization
of the gas sampling data.
It was found in the run that the instrumentation rig affected the operation
of the wind tunnel. The tunnel unstarted at _ = 1.05 and fuel flow was termi-
nated while the inlet spike was cycled to restart the tunnel and the AIM inlet.
A total of three such unstarts was encountered in the run, as seen in Figures
5-29b and c.
ReadincL_6 _ (Figure 5-30)
The results from reading 65 indicated that the ten seconds allowed for
stabilization of the gas sampling data was inadequate. Reading 69 was a
rerun of reading 65, with the stabilization time increased to 20 sec. Also,
¢ was reduced in an attempt to avoid tunnel unstarts.
The closed circuit television monitoring the AIM cowl was to be used to
detect incipient tunnel unstart. This would provide a means of detecting a
normal shock approaching the aim inlet so that fuel flow could be terminated
to avoid unstarting the tunnel (see para 5.2.4).
Fuel was prematurely terminated for most of the conditions planned_due to
incipient tunnel unstart in spite of the reduction in ¢. However, an adequate
amount of gas sampling data was obtained. No further attempts were made due
to a limited time remaining in the program.
The T.V. monitor proved to be a reasonably effective method of anticipating
an unstart. Three unstarts were avoided in this manner by terminating the fuel
flow. In the fourth attempt, the tunnel unstarted when the shock was permitted
to come too close to the AIM inlet.




The AIM was run at a 3-deg angle of attack with supersonic combustion in
reading 7"I. Fuel flow was terminated in segment I of the fuel schedule (see
Figure 5-31a) when the AIM inlet unstarted at a _ of 1.27. This unstarted the
wind tunnel. A ¢ of 1.4 was reached with the second stage only in segment 2,
without unstarting the inlet. The run was prematurely shutdown in segment 2
due to a facility problem.
Readi nq 72 throuc]h 87
Reading 72 was a cavity purge force calibration run.
87 were devoted to tunnel development for the Mach 7 tests.




Reading 88 was the first valid run at Mach 7 with combustion, However,
the true Mach 7 total temperature of 3840°F was not obtained due to a problem
with the facility nitrogen heater, Insufficient time remained in the program
to make the necessary repairs; therefore, the Mach 7 tests were performed at
a nominal temperature of 3000°to 3200°R.
The fuel schedule given in Figure 5-32a was planned to investigate various
fuel injection schemes consistent with those used in the Hach 6 tests. Segments
I and 2 were skipped in the run because a significant portion of the run time
was absorbed in achieving a tunnel start. Segment 3 was intended to determine
the inlet unstart limit with the first stage only. The lean ignition limit
with row I and 2 ignitors lit would also be investigated. The change in load
cell reading in Figure 5-32c at 264 seconds indicates a lightoff. The corre-
sponding ¢ in Figure 5-32b is 0.41. ¢ was increased to 0.58 without unstarting
the inlet.
The effects of increasing first stage _ on performance was investigated in
segment 4. Comparison of Figures 5-32b and c show that the combustor lit at a
of 0.34 at 290 sec. A first stage _ of 0.5 was reached without unstarting
the inlet.
The AIM sustained foreign object damage in this run. Pieces of carbon
were dislodged from the lining of a duct leading from the facility nitrogen
heater to the wind tunnel. Carbon fragments as large as one inch long were
found that had passed through the tunnel. The damage and repair are discussed
in Section 6.3.4.
Reading 8_
Investigation of the effect of fuel injection schemes on performance was
continued in reading 89. In segment I of the fuel schedule, ¢ was stepped to
determine performance as a function Of _ with injector locations la, Ib, 2a
and 2c. However, the load cell reading plot of Figure 5-33c shows that the
combustor did not light. Ignitors were lit for the entire run. Conditions
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for ignition were apparently marginal with the reduced total temperature at
Hach 7. The combustor had lit in tile previous run at similar conditions.
In segment 2, the tunnel total temperature was to be varied while ¢ was
held at a value of one. Figure 5-33d shows that tile nominal values obtained
were 2800°R and 2400°R. Figure 5-33c shows the combustor lit at 308 sac just
before the total temperature ramp toward 2800°R was initiated. Lightoff
occurred when first stage fuel was introduced.
Performance as a function of ¢ was to be measured in segment 3 using
injectors 2c and 4, The combustor lit with this combination but the run was
prematurely terminated due to a fuel control problem.
Reading 90
Further investigation of performance was made using injectors la and lb
as the first stage and the further-upstream injectors lc and 4 as the second
stage. It was found that this combination resulted in inlet unstarts, as in
the case of the Mach 6 tests.
R._geadi nEL__91
The AIM was tested at a 3-deg angle of attack in this run, Several
combinations of injectors were attempted in the initial portion of tl run
which unstarted the inlet. In fuel schedule segment 4 using injectors Ib_
2c, and 4, the combustor was successfully lit. Lightoff is seen to occur at
209 sac in Figure 5-34c.
Readi_
Combustor performance was determined in this run with injectors la, Ib, 4,
and 2c with the instrumentation rake installed° In fuel schedule segments I
through 4, the effect of ¢ and the use of injector Ib only for the first stage
was investigated.
In segments 5 and 6, the weight flow of oxygen supplied to the tunnel flow
was varied. This was done to investigate the extent of fuel-air mixing. The
run was terminated near the end of segment 6.
This concluded the Mach 7 testing,
Readinqs 93 and 94 (Figure 5-36)
Reading 93 was the first run at Hach 5. No tunnel starting problems were
anticipated and combustion was attempted in the first run. Segment I was
planned to investigate subsonic conbustion at 2 altitude conditions. First
PTO would be set at 415 psia and TTO at 2219°R. The combustor would be lit
in the supersonic combustion mode using injector 2A and the row 2 ignitors.
Fuel would then be introduced in injectors 3a and 3b to obtai;, _ubsc;r, ic com-
bustion performance.
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At 48 seconds into the schedule_PTOwas rampedto 206 psia to obtain the
low-altitude condition,
Comparison of Figures 5-36b and c shows that the combustor lit with a ¢,
of 0.5 in 2a injectors° Subsonic combustion performance was then obtained
when fuel was introduced in the 3a and 3b injectors and terminated in 2.a. The
low-altitude case was not encountered duc to a premature shutdown of the
faci lity.
The same fuel schedule was used again in reading 5)4. Several tunnel
unstarts were encountered.
Read inq 9_;__
Performance was to be obtained with a Mach 6 total temperature of 3000°R
and a total pressure of 300 psia in this run. The effects of _ on supersonic
combustion performance would be obtained in segment I using injectors la, Ib,
2a, and 2c. Good data was obtained up to an overall ¢ of 1.1 when a tunnel
unstart occurred.
The schedule was skipped to segment 2 where performance was obtained with
injectors 2a and 2c only. The inlet unstarted when fuel was introduced in
injector la and Ib in the second half of segment 3. The tunnel total tempera-
ture was to be r@mped to 415 psi_ at this point. Figure 5-37d shows that
control problems were encountored as indicated by the excursions in the tunnel
pressure and temperature. Inlet unstarts were encountered in segments 4 and 5.
Rcadin__j_gJ- (Figure 5-38)
Subsonic combustion performance was measured with the combustor exit
instrumentation rig ins'called in this run. Segment I was run at PIO = 206 psia
and TTO ot 2210°R. The combustor ignition was obtained using injector 2a with
the row 2 ignitors. Fuel was then introduced in injectors 3a and 3b _nd termi-
nated in 2a. (_ was increased to a nominal value of 1.O and then terminated,
while PTO was set at 415 psia. The procedure followed in segment I was then
repeated in segment 2. ¢ reached a value of 1.2 when a tunnel unstart occurred
due to the blockage of the combustor exit rake.
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All ir_.<.trum<,.,'_t-atiun_ !-'.io';idoi ,,_ thr:' t ii.;Llt4]f'! V...r_':_r'.r) L l,-('.ord<:d (!_i,_ L'.4
' " . .... s -.:. _ r[7 O'l,.i ] 7_ t-' " blimited pi'ovislon at t:h'., t'ryl,_::r£'::_,i, {ui_,r'..'-;l fc.<i];_y, -!--I.]o ': t '
instrur>_antatio',_ t:,l-'{','..rio.':::; 7!lid 1-uooi<icd
.... . .b , ' . ' I f'TliThe code for t:he ilq<:)rl.._:u:_rit.tli,,;i lifiLC,, i,i tl,, "]idc.nti[icut" " co}lJ;;i!l
is as folio,.,;__: Sanlplc_ S-P-14,,.".'77-0 ° l'.-tO.-3 (A-.I::--C-D:E.F)o
"A': designc:t,-:s the (:(,hlpor_,.-nt or,, ;,hich tl-,e ir, t-r-,.zr,:7!,..i:ati<ir_ i:-: }ocal:ed:
S _-" inl,..'.t spike. _st:><_rT;b]xi
] :-- i r,p,?.rL, o'.]', csremb]'y
RP = _t(>>'-'lr_ p,]t.!g abse,.,iy
CO cow1 ]ea,qlF, cj fsd,3_ z ><:<'-'k' f , •=-- " . ., _ ..... f.... <_' te,uc, id::)
C :-: co;,'l leading c'dgt_ ,.qosr-s,'_iv (corn,.,.lstc, r ':ium)
0 -: odtcrbady "
N _ r, ozzl,, shroud (c(:i_bu:.'..o, r-.ido)
i_O :-: r, oz.] <: v:.!,r..:,,_:.::i (<,u t:;! de)
CE = combustor exit
[-.P :: cnqir_eJ ai l'f]ow'--rn_:tCl'i r'/j duct
F :- fl ui ds
"B" dcsi.(in;'kes type of instrumentation
P = picsssui e
T :_ t,:.;nix_r<_t_.:re
"C" desigp.a_t:s the. location of the instttJm,::c, tatioa i)_ Learn;! (,[ statl(',i;_
with the ilil(st spike aqscrr, bly i:,osli:ion, d :'oi Los:in:.j .:,t P,,"(h (. ,.:or_.!it{c;,_
)'O" designates the angular lmcttioi", ir, d__:c!i"r'"s ;.illd rqiriLli:r27;o
"E" designates position of Ll:e p_osst!r,._ pick_l:-t.vii.h r,bsp.o-t to ,-'irf]'-;':. <
in degrees.) orjif the instrum..-r't is a c,:_mper, tur'_ sen::oi'j i L de<;igr)c..',t.(:._;
the thermocoupl_: - -,
CA ---chr-om,,-'.ial ItilF"l
CuC =: copi-:ui" coi;st_r_tm_
P/rh = plati rltmi-.plat inl)ir,/i l-.,odi L'<n
FX_-<;-:--4t] 74 - 10 7 ,.<,_
t[_;._,t.:,.;s _:_,' AiRf %.qi'l,)CIt !<4All_.i7 ; t':] I.i:'!i.;'_ I ¢ p :" :-
"F" (;(:_ 9:_;-.i:<":. the Id-f! inlO_ch _,d_icl; t:hu: ]+>mcl_s ar.e l:,i--;uM,t o_'t
An ">:" any.,vh<re i:- t.h:-, rd_r,L[pic,stlOn c.o,,,_, i,,.ic;<.c:s tt-,_J_ the pmi,:_7_,. -_',
w.=_ !1o{: ,:G'_I:I.J]icmb],::.
x>::</fy ir, th<_. ....... " •...... (>'->':'-_ _"'ito:_c)lrl-i f._o. co]_!_y,-i ir:dic+_te_ t,ho Ci,_r'l,<t Iq,:' ,. ,,.
I _ I _.,, r.i _c _'o . . c..)" ,"/y i. liOV'l-ilr..gi'i [h':_ l)ali:.'r_;:;io/" ;",t<:_s i"<_{.o!ocu;a the.' the. ...... c{-tp.-'.:.i ( ) _Jr
., :+" ft..tFoN¢ducoI" ..,e:_
The "N/U" Code- irl tPIc_ [\caoii_g I!oo Oo]b'm:] ilidic.ato,-_ ch.:ttn_.:]:> th-_t t.'.,.;r,:::
ilol / used.
"LeRC Sys' "- record<sd o_ Sel-Jaratc sy::.tem_ thcieforc rio chm!',i:c' _.. ,.t..,-
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I_-5K _v 04 - 357 - CuC-3_
!_rSJ _0.0 - I,% - cue-4
_TKK 1_7._T_ - 18! - C_C "_I
,A:_:_ >9.8 - 35_ " Cue-3
!:'9', 5c._ - l',_ - cu.:-_
,f-_L .'._.58 - _81 - C_':-41 .
_*iP _:.?.lO - 35_ - CuC-3
!:-r_ 57,8 - 35a - Cu_-3
t-.-Sz - _<2 C '_: - X - y-h
'3-P - F:20 !_ - _ - X-:'
'!-_ -"2 C • 52.8 - 27 - CA'2
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i, T - _,.,.c- 5,".8- _c- (<',,-h .i_?,,'>-,,] I
_U'_GE CAb!TY '%_-!-X - X - X-3 ]25" :2 "
;_:kJ;iC_ CJVhY PA-_.-_ - % - K-._ IZSPl;;> , --1255 I_9
ip._?_ e_,,':T" rB-_-X - x - X-3 " 5 '_ !_ ]
,q:" : 2: _r' FLr:_ _T 7S - X - _-a _,.,;. .
- X "X- CA- i "QQ''5 } ' .
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CZ-PT - (16.7L_ - 0 - 00 - X
CE-PS - 7.0'+ - 0 - 13. - ×
C_-rS -- 57.n.'_ - C - IO9 - X
CE-PS - 67.01, - 0 - _93 - X
CE-PS - 67.04 - 0 - 233 - X
CS-"T - C6.7_ - 110 - 00 - X
CE-"S - 67.04 - 11o - 18 - x
CE--_$ - 67.C4 - l n - 108 - X
CE-PS - _7.D;_ - I]0 - 19B - ×
CE-PS - 67.0_ - Ii0 - 2_8 - _'
CE-rT - 66.7,% - ISO - 00 - X
CE-nS - 67.O_ - 180 - I - X
CE-P5 - 67.0"' - IcO - 91 - X
r= _- 67.04 180 - 1Si - X
CE-PS - 67.o_ - 1_s - 271 - ×
CE-PT - _6.7a - 2S8 - 00 - X
CE-PS - F.7.0_ - 2_e - ?_-S - X
CE-:'S - 67.0L - 280 - _5 _ v
CE-PS - _7.>'+ - 2}:9 - !75 - X
CE-rS - 62.C_ - 250 - 255 - x
::E-FT - 66.]a - 3_O - OO - X
CE-PS - 67.0 _' - 330 - 3 - X
CE-_S - 67.0L - 330 - 93 - X
CE-PS - 67.04 - 330 - 18_ - X
CE-_S - 67.0_ - 330 - 273 - _
CE-_-GS - _O - X - X
CE--S-TT - 30 - F'/_, - X
CE-G-RT - ._0 - C/A - X
CE-g-PT - 30 - X - >:
CE-S-_S -30 - X - X
CE-S-GS - 70 - ,( - X
CE-S-TT - 13 - P/R - X
:E-',g -eT - 72 - CA - X
CE-S-PT - 70 - × - X
CE-S-r. ", - 70 - X - :<
SE--c-S:, - ]70 - x - >
CE-C -rT - !70 - ,'( - X
CE-.:-RT - 170 - X - :':
CE-'Y-PT - ITC - X - X
CE-'_O-rS - ]70 - K - )+
cr:-c.-G_ - 2_0 - X - ,":
CE-:-T _ - 26C - X - X
SE-G-:-: _ - ;"_0 - .-' - X
CE-%==T - 2"]:) - X - X
CE-S-P_" - 260 - X - ×
CE-C.-,r.-3 - 350 - X - X
CE-? -_'r - 3_0 - :C - .'<
CE-S-RT - 333 - X - X
':E-G-PT - 75;9 - X - X












































































































































6, I SCHI.IEP, EI" SYSSEH
A Sch]ieren system was insta]ied to record the ai,fTo,.v p.:_.tLe;n around
the inlet section of the HRE.-AII4, This system was recorde:d by photogr_4_,t_c
means and on a video tape, The Schlier_n system was an inyaluable guide for
ascertaining that tunneT start and HRE-AIM inlet, start, h_d b.een attained,
Also, aftc:r gaining c.xperience_ tLe probab]{-., point where HRE-AIH inlet urtst.,-..:r_
or tunnel unstart could be predict_d (from. the position _n_-' sl_-_pe of ti_e. shoe!;
wave pattern), Figure 6-1 presents a Schlieren vic;v of a started t_mr;el and
started engine inl__t. Figure 6-2 shows a Schlie_Gn pl,otogr_ph of an u_starLed
t U,qne ].
6.2 VISUAl. RECOF_D]'NG
A television can_er'e and a motion picture came.r_ w{,re installed ;n the t.u._t
co]], Although the view was quite ]imited_ this visual aid _,;_s,.'._.tL.d in m_!ir'f.
decisions dur[nq test, In addition, video tap_; re-cording perrni_tc..c_ inster_t
r'ep]ay of the. test run_ where specie,] cor, diLions or a sequeqce could be.
ob__._fver.l_ there.'.y assi__._c;l_g in interprete, tio,_ of d_ta or in sequen(:inc? or
oL,'_-rvir;g ev#>nts for follow-on tests,
6.5 PI4YSiCAL CONDITION
The general structur_-I integrity and dimensional st_,billty ef th{: HRE//\I!.'_
was e×ceJler, L. Arenas where problems were ex[.)erienced_ their proh{:t ',c. ce.use_
aLd m::thod of repaiF are described be. low.
6.5. I Cow] Le_dir, q Ed(_e.Asse_--:], 4 ,_lo_,_t Screw Fai ]t,'re
The {:o.,,1 leadin9 edge assembly becarr, e separated from the- oute_b_;_v a_Q
its r_oLmt;nfi interface during test r(:fc_renc_ re_ding He, 27, rhe _,e.i:;eration
extended ove.r 50 percent of the circumference with a m_o- ,lturr; s:<._r-_,,-,-:Li<_r_of
ap[.;r'oximatc:iy 0.050 in, in the axial direction at appro;,, is;:.-'tcly {,-50 o: cln't.:"
[tSee Figure 6-5),
All thr_.:e sections of the outer cowl body v,,cre remo:.,cd and ir,_k'.e.'-'.tior_
revealed that a considerable 6i_OL'nt 0_ the hot tunnel an:L_ier_t h_d clltered
the cavity be_i:w{<en t-i_e outer cowl body and t!,_ ouEerbod';, o[: _.!_e A!ll chrot_,,i!;
the: open!ng bei.,.,,een the assemb]i,::,.s, (See FiguF_: 6-,.3). "/k,:: ca\'ity ',xa__
pressurized to 16 psJa _n(t was deen'.,c.':; s,.ffficient to prevent lni-lc,w o£ t'[,.: hot
tunnel am!;ici,t ]:or test cono'tio.qs _;,'_.it i_{_(ed. Ii_.'-;!-c.-.tior_ r', '.,'{-.:a_r_u an
e:,(essiv_.ly he;ated zor:e lle{;l [11," Opc!iil',:O,, " ir, di.,.:a_ ;_9 t!-x_i _:, stlee!. _L;'.:.
lo(:P, ted it, this al',:_ resultir_g it, a pre:;:_ur_ profile 9F,.:'.:,tu_ th-:m ar:LiciF.v_t,::::
[7:::-:-: :::3




































for a :_tar'i-(d_uur_e. 1. cor,,dition, Th< Fian?_ whirl" _upp,rts ;:u,d_est_'nTn<{
tl_c co,-;1 lea(]ii:[] ;.:d?c: assembly war: discoi,_r.,:d to a dark-'gI(._7 color ov,_l"
20 perc{:r_t c.,f thE; circu:<fc_r:;t_ce at. the top cer;ter' (I I:00 (:'clock to I:00
: .<r _- " ' rcuir,,, ai: _,ti;-. t-:,._[to_ c,:_rit_:Fo'c]ock) ar;d ",,-,,,zo::imaU,:_]y .., t,er(.ci], o,_ tilo ci [ rer,c.(: .......e'p- I
(4:00 o' c_oc,: to F;:O0 0 _ c]ocl'.). The- vc::mp_in;n9 l;ort;on of th_ f],-;nti(' iaE ar.d
in color froh: straw to da_'t<-st_a'_', ' color.
MAX IMLIM
SE PAEAT I 0!.!
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OUFE EBflDY SE PAKAfE D
OUTER COUL HERE
BODY (FA[_P, ICA. EI)
IN 3 SECTIONS) "
L.c,..,<:tnq Edge Scpar-_-tiort /'_'enFigure 6--:5, Cow! '_" . . ' ....
Fifty pel(ent of tt.e scrcws restraining tt,e co,.,,! ],u;dil_9 ed.qu c.q:.<mb]y
failed at the junction of the scF_:w head and the threr.d'.-'d section, All screvs; " ! ]_d ,_c,'o-.,'s
in th{ _- 9rc% ' area of the flange h{,d "--i]('d, arid the rc':_in na ra ....
were randomly di,:.tributed over the straw/dar!:-sti'_',v-co]orcd ':rea,
I.letallt,rgica] analysis of the failed sc.r(::ws (MS 24698) revea_,ed that tht;
ingeste.d hot tunnel ambient had h_ated t.hc, cadmium p]at:ed scre:_.,_s to _ point
where tl_e cc, dm,iur:_ diffused into the high str{mgth st:ec]_ :_]loyino in such a
mannei- as 1:o ru:!uce the strength of the material _ v;hicl_ than ]{_d to the feil-
urc of the screws,
These screws w(-_re replacc;d wl tti modi fied I2-poi r,t scru.,_'s fabr; cet.ed from
A-286 material.
• A_:.s (:_r;;,3,--;.:6,3.2 Coolar, t Lc-ak on the Sp_l<e _'
Coo]ai_t was notod to be _-_a_':no from the [:.r,<,.zed ;(,ir, t: b.v1,..;<,sr1 Lh,P. [qr_',to_
boss and the hot wall of the.: _ril(t: a.<t.m_,_)]7 iF, two) F,]ac(:- _; -_s ':hr)':m in
")K '
-C _ _ . . " lt'w-:r;, ..... t<"-t rFigure 6-1:a t_,lo,-.'ing test re ,.le, co;. r(:':_o,n? Ho, 33. " sf;-.:.'- _:[cr.-
' _ I-, prc-
' ' * (r; ".h " ''ence F@E_(.III'I[] NO, :{:,5 fOUl" adc_'tioi'_c] ] '" '#,:.t"(: l.',L,'d ar_<} 1-i;e" !_,.,-:. ,(.:a.
/
ViOUS]y observe{, had further proq "'_ ....! q Figure <-.4i.:'
:.-:J "<C]




a. LOOKING AFT FROM FRONT
b. LOOFING AFT FROH F'ROI4T
Figure 6-4o Spike Coolant Leakage Areas
Inspection revealed areas of dark-grey discoloration around the fai led
area_ indicating excessive heating° Braze material (Bag 8A) had me.lted_- and
erosion of nickel material adjacent to the braze joint was rioted (see Figure.
6-sa).
The repair operation consisted of grinding the joint (see Figure 6--5b for
details) and brazing the joint with braze njaterial having a higher melting
temperature and better mechanical properties (N!ORO).
_-" _ ........... : 7"---i..... _"
BRAZE [ - - -
........ [_
JOINT ERODED AREA i








Spit,:c igY'ito!" Boss Braze Joir,,t
....._ Rc_pai[:'<_li ]Ui'- c: _'_ ....
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L_-::.= ,=__J OF c;,Li_0'.--w.,
Coo!<.rtt v,-::. -.:+:in nr+tcd 1o h:. 1,'..:ui<_r.,.j fro;,, tkis _,r_c_ fcilt,:.i:-_{; _.......
f .
t.I • +
in sl-_ar, Also noiod at thi:> t.i.._r, ',,,':-_ Om,: ",,,.'isil_l(: cli::,{Ortior: r_-, ti:e hot + V,'<:I]
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Fi9ure 6-6. Splko Ignitor Boss Braze. Joirtt :_eco:,,c Failure
trio l)',, +_}:.)F,cal:'(i tl_&it ,.lu bu;+r, in_ o;: -' I i'o(:_::i'r ,_uo+ rl-O,_ IF U_ _ ] ll]iuctor" tA t,..'c,s
sti"_+ i"Ii(1Ed _,_,_l..... t i';+_..... the area appro.-<:nato, y 0,5 irl. ;'ide t:,y 6 ino i,_-:_0 lm.,19:-
iat<.ly _:,'Ft o{ t:h,; i !c-.'l ii_]_.'.:tor IA _,a:s ,b,'_.infi ho,_t_:'cl oxcc:F;:iv,:,ly_ lc:ultir,.c
in ylelclir,,s oi: the hot t/all. The rg.::.lr oFeratloh conf;isLcd cf inci-<sc_<.!:ii'_c;
tii_: cie,:,th (>_ Lh#: braze ]olnt -o the rn::+ximt_:, [,r-:rmtssib]<_ ml_c_ ii,s,<?,liT::? I _;
pins _pprc:.:ii:,_t.c!y ! in0 arc of the ignil:o_ Lo ...... <_. _ a o_.c !_iori v..,_,
mad,:, to _.,;eiq {fie igr;l .:}l outl<::t shut -_.ne, oui{je tho ioi, l for bc::_. _ wi th c<,]d
• " " 1 _c.u.d, a]{Ta:se,';u5 r,;i, roeTc;_ to 8f_sist tlie. hot Liickt_ e'-T]._t,.;, tO ii,<7_iriL_ltl i _<,.., st: ..... ''-
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Fint_rc 6°'7, l_<jnl t,,:' i o* _ ";"'i ':'; :' Cgpc'e':_ti.4_
b ' ..'
Furtluor <-._ft ..1 Sir:riot, L.P ":>,:' _ ' _........
....... fq ti_,_ .<pi kc , , i- ,-,';:s:"_ _-J['_'_L! I } i >_, _, ";,i r/¢I ] i i '.'.._ _.
observed foils,vine test r'ci-,.r_-nc_ le.,,d;-<_ _o d3. Initi.lty _!,i'.; lc:_:l" bcri':n
as _, pii,_u.)-'- Ic !oc, k __c i-I-,c int<.rfc:::-.', of ".he spib., skirl _s.,_"...........hl/ .... ' + --
f,a;_vv-,,_alleo r-.,_e-iic[, of the >p?,-.'..- • _._-, ,",1\.'. By "_"_" '' ...... " ' ..... ..... , .... :. t'iio oi: t.ke. Lc:;L pyooro_;-_ s
it had f_rogres.<eo _c, .::tpbi'os:i " 'y 2;14 n. 1on9 by <_ tu.._., _,,._,L_-<h;.']tl_c '-joe:
(Sc;c Figure £--.8 fol ..... ' ,_<. ...... o,-, •( bL¢ i ]"kS, A <.;i]]i ]6]/ ]t, ai, _.9. IIL:I.C(; C:l)i',Yco:tr"."l "_] y _,, (i(:•q







FA ILUF_L S? life !:',SSEK,O;,L'<
OF ,JOll4T (i'/h 950512)
\, /
t:r_L,_'Lr"t..~_! "-_t: _? ,- ? )'-'S"*+ " '.{"
i,' .-/ ' / / • . <. ,% , , / .i ..-
_;.(.:C':[:. _-.:_ " ,_L? .;U :'%.*_ .. - ........ , "{7<0_i/..'. .-<; ..... -._- ? ?'•::'2" -.
k- V/"/ -777" >';: ":_r
SF IRT SILC'I ION
OF SPIKF _r°cv',.,+.
, ,. ,,- . , S-,_, (,'r 'F Ii',-F_..,..I [} CO_... _ ..... i01,!
(P/i.l o!!;03 t/s kE!: )
LOOKiNO FOrd.'!"4O "'""r ,c.i_ AFT
Figure 6-8. Pi ' 1- ' ..... <'" ' ' "11_1o Le:_S iri .,i_,lke t_,sscmu,y
" 4- _ , _ _ . tilt>+ ,]o.a_ c,:'o]:H_t }.:,:_kag.,:. t'l'om those l_.::ks _,.,o!> esL;mat,.o £o [,c ih _' order oF
I/8 f_p,m, at the ::;r_d of tho test pi-og_an',<
6.3. :s .D_.L-_}!.::?_riLp2-.,:.-'f_.t. ! ',.?_.0<_z.t?J/}41__.{.c:::.'.!:L"Z!:
A slightly. _(,r,.'... i d.- faci n{_..,ster" c;t .the i rt f ei--r o.cc-. ...,_,;:,the ,."c,_._` ] cc c!; i,n.., enr;u,
assembly and t.l_e. _ '-_.._ ,_ ...... _ - ,cu _.ib...,_/ t<..,=, ob_;,.,ve.> follc:,_.,ir_g tczgl ref,.ercr, e _',.::.d,lr, f]
No. 61 (see Figu¢<_ 6o-9). The Porv,,_._rd,-fccin, 3 -;lop F,ro.':lY,..sr;e.ci v,ith ,"::h test
and was rlot-md to bu apt:.,-o>.lrr.at,--; ;...,. 0....r"sr.._' i l_. (per. s-lH,::k, i:oll, c:,',,_::,"<, t._:_:, i<'.fe:,r-
erlce readinf.; fie. 5/...+ /,.is..);, gO't>'l, ai]i - _.;L,'.7, I'iOIO H. [:O L)( f]O','/il',_} [rc):ii tl!<' i'L!:-;]
' _ Till s iridi c_t:,c:d t-bat Cht- -:i-snsf,,r rule.injector (sec r i[:tli:- for toc_:-Liorl,,, " <.
connecting th,' fuc] irL],..cto:,.; i-,<.. Lh,: it,_i umi-_;-:,, l<i ;_.-,_! uOii:.J :,_,.!i',-_r ti_,_ b_.:_.-c
ioint sealil,9 t:h-, .!l,.-.l li-,i_:(.t,:, f:iorq !';" ¢.,,7 ,i ::.y,t'-m I!_"'. f:;ii:od, rt:;_{_lr
of the tr-al-i.%[_v ii1!,: cot:]d i-lmi. I)_...:c!-,i:... -, .; t,'ilhoi_ <.-c'. _i.t!:. di,:;,,.<.e:__,iy of
tile _m[c; h,eric.c.._ r',o ..:_i--,-,;_,..:r .. ';,,a. ,-.,4.....<.,, _ !. ;,;!_" _.,,_ _-_7 _'',,._`,.-, A ,:,_<i ,
Kx -:<t
'-: : Ab<! r, tU.'(.'.. :.',r.t'; _,7 : : _ ( ': _.!
'¢ . '::.... 'ik::;:: -:.! '. ':'_: -
• . , ,,,_
co_ _ N: .__\'-,V,,:,-_ I_''"





0.060 IN, _'n,u'A_,- _r,'. STEP/_' r\.', r.V,i, " r_b 1 ['_[;
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.... [._,_-u i nq EdgeFigure 6-9. Di<,toFtion of OutcIrbOJ"/Cow/ - ' ..
Assc[nb}y Ir, tel-f,-ce
[ ; [Ii_ 'I " _ • -- f "_'_ _" I }['_1_; I I { LC _ Ui!il Z;(li C/:FO%:!'Ab f:_ (jpl;:;
0RIIGiNAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The !-e.puir o_.ratTon., con<[<--r_d, of ,::xr_,-2-_dinq., _ the oc, h;,body I;o: si_e!l to
the desi _ed (Jian_eter _-Jnd adding a l-C._iiArp.lit_t to; _trew-nt rccurrenc.e of the" dis.-
tortion, The e;.'panding .tool was ,,,._lfincsc, i-o o>-p..-r,c, only t.r.'.,.: forv,'ai°o s,:-rLior_
of tf;e ouie.rbody hol: well to pl'ev_!,!" furth¢.:r d_m:-;gc to the'. fuet il,jecto,
tr_m..'_,fer tube.. Inspcc.t[oi_ follot,'ir,9 th:. repair op:_ratior', ir_dicat,:..d that the:
i " t "hot wall at Station /0°5 was wi thin 0_004 il,. of its nominal Gr{_,,iii(j dimcn<_3io:i
(referer,c_- Drawing .>.auolO)..P-,_,'<'ifr';711-iq.__._.... _ the.. c(;o]_;lIL p ........ :_ [:(..] 1r,'.,.vlro. _ this.._. :_
repair indicated that the. repair operation _,:as a,.:co:npii.>,u:_ w!ti.o"t u t_._r
, _-_r< tubes,dal_age to th{ _. fuel traa ..... r
The surface of the itRE/AItI w.;._s noLed i:o change fro:: the shir_y_ r,_;.-c.hir, e.'.l
finist_ to a satin finish after the stai-t of thu test program, It is be:lieved
that fine carbon p,:::_!-ticles from the l-,oater and the hoi: cr,siri liner were iP
the hyper'so,_,ic air stream, lhc-; nickel plating on the copper sectien of the
cowl leading edge assembly and the copper tip of the inlet spike assemb]y were
noted to erod_ as testing progressed. The particle size was srnal] _.nd was not
detectable in the television mo,_itor of in. the Sch]ierer, system. Later in
the test program, the carbon particles became large enough to be visible in
thc_ TV monitor (s_e Figui'e 6-10). Then, during t{_.st refer'ante re..-_;ding l.to_ 88;.
gr_.o<1:cr q{!_ntity and la.i-ger particles were noted to implng{:, on the HRE/AIH.
InsFc.-.ctior, _o]ic:_.,iu9 this run reve._ied that _he. lc:edir_j uag_ of th_ outer
cow] body support ;.,,as damaoud (s,..::e Figure 6.-I I), It was obherved th<._t the
d_,rr_._cjcd _re_-, was hit by foreign objects at a highur conc<.-_ntr.::tio,, ti,ar: other
sections el: the .riF'E/ATM.. Cursory analyses of the projcct_d path of a foreign
object in the hypersor_ic airstl-_m_ hitting the conica] section of tt_{: inlet
spi tie asserr_.h}y, indi c_ted that the forei gn patti c]es could L,c concentrated i ntu
the dan;aged _rea (see Figure 6-12), A wedge-shape,d_ w;Jter-coo]ed prr_tector was
desi.gned_ fabvicated_ _r_cl instsllcd, Sizable foreign objc.cts were r_ot.ed t'_
impact the HRE/A!M on tests follo.._in9 installation of this v'edge-.slapcd pro-
tector. Fnr.,u..gh protection was obta;r,cd_ howev_I-., to complete the t_.st progro.m.
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_._ Phot _.,r£i_i c Record
Phoc-og, raphic recera of d_maged crees eno oF ar,_as shov;in9 _(-.>-(.)_'y_a_,i.,:
he.aLine were obtained when possible° Th{-: c:or;fi_.!t'r'c-tioi _, of the FIRE/A:Iii wa!_
_ .... good l;h.:_to_rci:..h;c ic-:c.-_ r, ,such that in many areas it was difficult to (_,_o:,r, • ,
• -)ev_:n with studio-type eq'Jiprn_:nt, pko,_,;ograpl_ic s.,._r\,ice a_ I lure i_rc, ok tation
was limited and was not readily ave; "t_,!:;le; .henc:_-_ a Pol_,re;id carner_ was
uti]ized whom llc:cessary. Copies of l_hotc;'.:. {. i.. b,., _.... '_ !:: .:
pictures _akei by AiRe.s_:a:'ch or', si'(:c.. _nd pi_,:-to_ taK<:n a._ AiRe-se{:,r(.h i,a,,.(; been
transmit_.cd to !_AS/;/Lartc o.-n,:_-'arc on Pile at the tIRE Projcot Ofi:icv_
Hajor-subject list of p[,ot_o.<i ":,5tai!_ed arc:"
In_ta}latic,n of i\;!_:_ in te':,t { _...... r
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BOW SHOCK FROM COWL
LEADING EDGE ASSY
E







Figure 6-12. Foreign Particles Impinging on Inlet Spike Assembly
[_'_] AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANYOF CALIFORNIA
Braze failure at the ignitor
Foreign objects in hypersonic airstream
Foreign object damage to cowl leading edge assembly
Foreign object damage to leading edge of the outer cowl body
assembly
Heat pattern on the instrumentation rig
Heating pattern aft of the leading edge of the strut assembly
Heating pattern aft of the fuel injector IA and IB
Bow shock_ and heating pattern in the combustor zone.
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From ASME "Fluid Meters, Their Theory_ and Application"
Fifth Edition 1959 Pg 64 Par. 190 Eq 104
W = .525 x C x F x E x YA x d22 x v_P
W = Weight flow (Ib/sec)
C = Discharge coefficient (.810 expected-rerange 2 x 103 to 2.5 × 106) ;.:
F = Approach factor I/_/I-_ 4
I_ = d2/dl
dl = Upstream diameter (inches)
d2 = Throat diameter (inches)
E = Metal expansion or contraction factor (Pg 424 Voi I Mat'l Handbook)
YA = Adiabatic expansion factor (Pg 126)
[RR2/K (K_KI)(I_RR__I(I_f_4 )]I/2
YA = -RR 1 I.B4 x RR 2/K
RR = P2/PI
P2 = PI - _P
PI = Upstream press (psia)
P2 = Throat press (psia)
PI x 144 (Ib /ft 3)
P = Density = Z x Rm x TI
PI = Upstream press (psia)
Z = Compressibility factor
Rm = R/m
R = Universal gas constant 1545 Ib mole °R
M = Molecular weight (hydrogen-2.016 Ib/Ib mole)
TI = Upstream temp OR (1600°R)
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